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Due to the prosperous growth of the accounting service industry and the 
growing service sector in Hong Kong, the Big-six CPA firms are facing serious 
problem of shortage in staff supply. The shortage is compound by the fact that more 
and more accountants are required to meet the demand due to the fast growing PRC 
market. The numbers of graduates each year from the local tertiary institutions 
definitely could not meet the demand projected beyond 2000. This includes the 
number of graduates from overseas universities. Given the fact that the labor market 
for qualified accountants is so competitive today, staff turnover rate is unacceptably 
high and is dampening the staff shortage situation. 
From a human resource perspective, the organization should focus on how to 
retain valued employees and build their loyalty towards the company by adopting 
appropriate retention strategies and tactics. 
According to the Two factor theory proposed by Frederick Herzberg 
(Greenberg and Baron, 1995), job satisfaction and dissatisfaction stemmed from 
different sources. According to Herzberg, job dissatisfaction is associated with the 
conditions surrounding the jobs rather than the work itself. As factors prevent 
negative reactions are referred as "hygiene factors". By contrast, job satisfaction is 
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associated with factors connected with the work itself or its outcomes. Any factors 
which enhancejob satisfaction are referred as "motivators". This project report serves 
to explore whether the Big-six CPA firms are making sufficient effort in retain their 
people and minimize the employees' job dissatisfaction by controlling hygiene factors 
and maximize theirjob satisfaction by utilizing motivators. 
We have conducted a survey on this subject matter. Commercial accounting 
firms are used as a control group as almost of the professional accountants who leave 
the Big-six CPA firms enter the commercial accounting fields. 
Our recommendation follows the approach to stop the Big-six CPA firms from 
"bleeding" further and to put forward some useful staff retention strategies. 
The business environment of Hong Kong and the labor market are changing 
rapid and has become highly competitive today. Any suggestion to the human 
resources management should be conducted with a dynamic and continuing approach. 
Human resource management becomes a kind of marketing activity. It is therefore a 
great challenge for the human resources managers to steer the growth of any Big-six 
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Preface 
In view of the severe turnover problem in the Big-six CPA firms, we are 
interested to explore whether the Big-six CPA firms are currently making sufficient 
effort in retain their people and minimize the employees job dissatisfaction by 
controlling the hygiene factors and maximize their job satisfaction by utilizing 
motivators. We have performed a survey with the individuals who are working or 
have been working in the Big-six CPA firms. Thereafter, we have conducted 
interviews with the employees of Big-six CPA firms and the human resource 
personnel in the Big-six CPA firms. The results are compared to the commercial 
accounting firms. Commercial accounting firm is used as a control group as almost of 
the professional accountants who leave the Big-six CPA firms enters the commercial 
accounting fields. From the findings, we try to formulate some effective, practical 
and proactive recommendations for human resource personnel. Our project report 
would focus on those employees who have working experience of three to eight years 
as it is observed that the turnover rate in this group is the highest. However, we 
believe that the proactive and effective recommendations can also be applicable to the 





This project serves to analyze the high turnover problem in 
CPA firms from a human resources perspective. In view of the 
severe turnover problem in the Big-six CPA firms, we are 
interested to explore whether the retention strategies currently 
adopted by the Big-six CPA firms are sufficient as compared to 
the commercial accounting firms. 
Background 
In 1995, the Hong Kong Society of Accountants (HKSA) has conducted a 
survey over the Big-six CPA firms. The results indicated that the turnover rate in 
Big-six CPA firms is approximately 40%. Compared to most of the commercial 
organizations, the turnover problem is severe in CPA firms. 
In 1993, the HKSA commissioned The Wyatt Company (Hong Kong) Limited 
for a study on manpower of the accountancy profession. The purpose was to analyze 
the current conditions and future patterns of demand and supply of professional 
accountants in Hong Kong. Results showed that by the year 2003 the demand for 
partly qualified and fully qualified accountants would rise substantially by 100% and 
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40% respectively. Furthermore, due to the booming PRC market, the demand for 
PRC based accounting staff is anticipated to increase by 118.5% and 116.5% 
respectively for partly qualified and fully qualified professional accountants. 
The table below depicts the anticipated demand for PRC based accounting 
staff from 1995 to 1999 and 2003 respectively: 
Year Partly qualified (%) Fully Qualified (%) 
Total CPA Commercial Total CPA Commercial 
firms organizations firms organizations 
1999 +46.7 +90.5 + 19.8 +53.6 +82.8 +23.2 
2003 +118.5 +240.5 +43.8 +116.5 +175.8 +54.7 
Table: Anticipated percentage demandfor PRC based 
Accounting Staff (Base Year 1995) 
This includes the demand for staffbased in Hong Kong but working on China 
projects as well as PRC-based staff. 
According to interviews with human resources personnel of some Big-six 
CPA firms, a significant portion of the demand for PRC-based accountants will be 
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met by local recruits. Even at the present time，about half of the accountants based in 
Hong Kong are spending 25% of their time travelling into the PRC to render their 
services. 
On the supply side, the increase of accountancy graduates is projected by all 
the post secondary institutions to be only 27% from 1993 to 2003. As stated in the 
joumal of the HKSA, the local territory institutions will produce more than 1,200 
accounting graduates a year from 1997. The total number of accounting graduates 
will increase from 235,400 in 1996 to 320,800 in 2001. 
Emigration from Hong Kong and the increasing demand for professionals 
resulting from the economical boom in PRC will compound the shortage of 
accountants in Hong Kong. 
As we can see from the above statistics, the demand and supply gap are more 
prominent in CPA firms compared to commercial organizations. This could be due to 
some industry specific reasons. For example, CPA firms are always perceived by 
both employers in commercial organisations and accountancy graduates as a "training 
ground." Furthermore, CPA firms are also facing with high turnover rate problem. 
This will certainly compound the problem discussed above. 
According to some empirical studies conducted on Big-six firms, the turnover 
rate is the highest for those who has attained at least three years accounting 
experience in the CPA firms so as to enable them to be qualified accountants. 
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Literature Review on Turnover and Retention Strategies 
One of the most creative areas of human resources management is the 
prevention or control of high staff turnover. Obviously, anything that the 
organization can do to lessen unwanted turnover benefits the organization. 
Definitely, if a company can prevent the organization from losing valuable human 
resources, the money invested in recruitment, selection, orientation and training are 
not lost. Although a minimum amount of attrition ensures a flow of new people into 
the organization and promotional opportunities for those already there, each departing 
employee is a lost investment. 
According to a specific study conducted on human resource directors and top 
executives, findings were that almost half of the employees who left theirjobs do so 
because advancement opportunities are not available. Additional reasons why 
employees resign include the following: 
Lack of recognition (26%) 
Dissatisfaction with management (15%) 
Inadequate salaries or benefits (6%) 
Boredom withjob responsibilities (6%) 
From a human resource perspective, the organization should focus on how to 
retain the valued employees. In many organizations, people put loyalty to their career 
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above loyalty to their organization. Low level of organizational loyalty is common 
among recent college graduates and professionals. At times employers may try to 
build the loyalty of the employees towards the company with high pay or benefits. 
Other organizations may limit mobility by requiring employees to sign contracts that 
prohibit them for working for competitors for two years upon leaving. Still other 
organizations try to build employee loyalty through effective human resource 
practices, including career planning and development. By offering careers, not just 
jobs, many organizations nurture a pool of talent that allows them to staff senior 
management positions internally. These are the most common retention tactics or 
strategies to build the loyalty of the employees towards the company. 
What makes some people more satisfied with theirjobs than others? Based on 
the Herzberg's two-factor theory (Greenberg and Baron, 1995) , job satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction stem from different sources. In particular, dissatisfaction is associated 
with conditions surrounding the jobs rather than the work itself. These include 
working conditions, pay, job security, quality of supervision, quality of subordinates 
and relations with others. As these factors prevent negative reactions, Herzberg 
referred them as "hygiene or maintenance factors". By contrast, satisfaction is 
associated with factors connected with the work itself or to the outcomes directly 
derived from it, such as the nature of jobs, achievement in the work, promotion 
opportunities, and chances for personal growth and recognition. As these factors 
were associated with high levels of job satisfaction, Herzberg called them as 
"motivators". 
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Objectives 
This project report aims to analyze the high turnover problem in CPA firms 
from a human resource perspective. As mentioned earlier, there are various retention 
strategies commonly adopted to build the loyalty of the employees towards the 
company. In view of the severe turnover problem in the Big-six CPA firms, we are 
interested to explore whether the retention strategies currently adopted by the Big-six 
CPA firms are sufficient as compared to commercial accounting firms. Commercial 
accounting firms are used as a control as almost of the professional accountants who 
leave the Big-six CPA firms enter the commercial accounting fields. Facing with 
such a severe demand of accountants in the next decade and with the change in the 
external environment such as technology, economy and culture, we would try to 
formulate some effective, practical and proactive recommendations. Our project 
report would focus on those employees who have three to eight years' working 
experience as the turnover rate in this group is the highest. We trust that the proactive 
and effective recommendations can also be applicable to the other groups with 
different years' of working experience. 
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Industry profile 
Before discussing the human resource issues facing by accounting firms 
towards the twenty-first century, an industry profile will help in the understanding of 
the project report. 
According to the HKSA (1995) findings as of October 17，1985, the total 
membership, e.g., qualified accountants are 9,856. The occupations ofthese qualified 
accountants are as follows: 
Occupation No. of members f % ‘ 
CPA firms J J ^ 36.2% 
Banking and financial sector 1,088 H.9% ‘ 
Trading 1,073 11.7% ‘ 
Manufacturing 778 8.5% “ 
Government 610 6.7% “ 
Other sectors 2,288 25% “ 
Furthermore, there are currently approximately 1,600 CPA firms in Hong 
Kong. Out of all these CPA firms, the Big-six CPA firms constitute the majority of 
the industry sector. In addition, more than 60% of the accounting fresh graduates 
(they are not counted as qualified accountants as they may have not passed the 
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professional examinations and acquire three years' accounting experience) enter Big-
six firms. 
As we are going to explore the human resource issues facing by the 
accounting industry, we can analyze the issues currently facing by “Big six" which 
represents the majority. Although all "Big six" CPA firms are not the same as their 
culture and outlook as a partnership makes them different, there are the similarities 
among these "Big six". These similarities are as follows: 
1. Wide spectrum of services 
"Big six" accounting firms provide a wide spectrum of services including 
audit, tax and business advisory, corporate recovery, corporate finance, company 
secretarial, accounting, computer services and consulting services. 
2. Similar career path 
The career path for all Big-six CPA firms is the same. Generally speaking, the 
career path is like a typical pyramid beginning from a staff to a well-qualified partner. 
3. Common human resources problems 
According to the internal surveys of the "Big-six" CPA firms, they are all 
facing similar internal human resource problems as follows: 
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A. High staff turnover 
The high tumover rate has been discussed in above so we do not repeat the 
statistical information. 
B. Weak sense of belonging 
Most of the staff accountants will be qualified after attaining three years' 
working experience. Many staff plan to leave the firm after obtaining the accounting 
qualification. Sometime, they may be quite short-sighted and are less commitment to 
the firm. 
C. Long working hour and too stressful 
As CPA firms are providing quality services to clients, everyone needs to 
work very efficiently. Moreover, each Big-six CPA firm needs to compete with the 
other “Big-six”. As such, everyone needs to have long working hour. During the 
peak season, it is not surprised that some staff are required to work till midnight every 
day including weekend. In addition, they are also facing with the tight deadlines and 
need to provide good quality services. Therefore, nearly all level ofemployees in the 
CPA firms feels that their lives are very stressful. They always complain that they 
cannot balance their business and private lives. 
D. Poor j ob performance 
In general, the new staff do not work as good as those in the past. They feel 
reluctant to take on some difficult assignments. Their seniors anchor managers need 
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to complete their junior's work. This adds more to the stressful nature of their jobs 
and creates extra burden on supervisor levels. 
The above is a summary of the survey results from these Big-six CPA firms. 
From the above analysis of the industry profile, we can understand that the CPA firms 
are facing with some human resource issues which should not be ignored. These 
issues, if unresolved, will certainly widen the demand and supply gap as discussed in 
above. 
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Approach of the Stiidv and Methodology 
Approach of the Study 
Job dissatisfaction stemmed from hygiene factors whereas job satisfaction 
stemmed from motivators. As the hygiene factors stemmed from the conditions 
surrounding the jobs rather than the work itself and its outcomes, they are more 
controllable as compared to the motivators. As such, we will firstly analyze the 
hygiene factors and explore whether the existing Big-six CPA firms have utilized 
sufficient retention strategies addressing to these hygiene factors. Our findings and 
comments were formulated from the questionnaire sent to the accountants and 
interviews with the personnel of Big-six CPA firms (please refer to following 
paragraphs for further elaboration on methodology). Ifthe results indicated that Big-
six CPA firms have not put into sufficient efforts in controlling the hygiene factors, 
we will then focus on the hygiene factors. Otherwise, if the results indicated that 
effort is sufficient, we will then analyze the motivators, that is the work itself and its 
outcomes. We will then develop some feasible ways to minimize the problems 
created from the motivators. 
Methodology 
We have prepared a questionnaire in our study. A copy is enclosed as 
Appendix I. We distributed our questionnaires by mailing to the qualified 
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accountants based on the membership list of the Hong Kong Society of Accountants 
and by distributing to some of the Big-six CPA firms through our contacts. 
We have sent out in total 600 questionnaires and received a total of 394 
responses after all follow-up efforts has been exhausted. Out of the 394 responses, 
138 responses come from individuals who are currently working in Big-six CPA 
firms. Other 163 responses come from individuals who have been working in Big-six 
firms but are now working in commercial accounting firms. The remaining 93 
responses come from individuals who are working in commercial accounting firms 
but have never been working in Big-six CPA firms. As discussed in above, we used 
the responses from commercial accounting firms as a control and comparison 
purposes. 
After we analyzed the statistical results from the returned questionnaires, we 
have interviewed the target group, that is, individual who has been working in Big-six 
CPA firms for at least three years, and the human resource personnel. The purposes 
for the follow-up interview are to gather additional information for our study and to 
reinforce our findings. 
We consider that the percentage of response from individuals who are 
working or have been working in Big-six CPA firms of 76% (138+163)/396 is 
satisfactory. Furthermore, our follow-up interviews with our target group and the 
human resource personnel can help us to further minimize the outliners from our 
findings from the questionnaires and further support our findings. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HYGIENE FACTORS 
Job dissatisfaction stemmed from hygiene factors whereas 
job satisfaction stemmed from motivators. As the hygiene 
factors stemmed from the conditions surrounding the jobs 
rather than the work itselfand its outcomes, they are more 
controllable as compared to the motivators. In this chapter 
we will analyze the hygiene factors and explore whether the 
Big-six CPA firms are making sufficient effort in retain 
their people and minimize their job dissatisfaction by 
controlling the hygiene factors. 
What are the factors leading to the severe high turnover of the workforce in 
Big-six CPA firms? Job satisfaction and dissatisfaction play an important role. 
Job satisfaction is defined as the positive or negative attitudes held by 
individuals towards their jobs. In the book written by William B and Keith Davis 
(1993), job satisfaction is defined as the favourableness or unfavourableness with 
which employees view their work. In the book written by Stephen Robbins (1988), it 
is defined as a general attitude towards one's job; the difference between the amount 
ofrewards workers receive and the amount they believe they should receive. 
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According to Herzberg's Two factor theory (1995), there are different factors 
accounted for job satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Both job satisfaction and 
dissatisfaction stem from different sources. For job dissatisfaction, it is associated 
with the job, that is around the work, for instance, the working conditions, the pay, 
security, adequacy of supervision, etc., whereas for job satisfaction, it is associated 
with the work itself and the outcomes, i.e. factors like opportunities for personal 
growth, etc. For factors related to the work itself, due to its nature of preventing 
negative reactions, Herzberg referred to them as hygiene factors, whereas the factors 
that bring about the job satisfaction are motivators. As the hygiene factors are 
stemmed from the conditions surrounding the jobs instead of the work itself, they are 
more controllable as compared to the motivators. As such, we will first analyze the 
hygiene factors below and explore whether the existing Big-six CPA firms have 
utilized sufficient retention strategies addressing to these hygiene factors. 
Hygiene factors 
Basically, human resources researchers identified the following hygiene 
factors leading to job satisfaction which we can apply in Big Six: 
1. Remuneration 
2. Training 
3. Examination assistance 
4. Job security 
5. Working conditions 
6. Relationship with others 
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7. Performance evaluation 
8. Outside opportunities 
9. Inconsiderate supervisors and incompetent subordinates 
Remuneration 
Remuneration refers to the salary and the benefits in kind packages that the 
staff will enjoy. To name but a few, tax planning packages including housing 
allowances and holiday warrants, reimbursement of membership subscription fee, 
medical allowance are some general benefits which the Big-six firms offer to their 
staff. 
Under Herzberg's theory, job dissatisfaction was associated with conditions 
surrounding thejob, for instance, working conditions, pay, rather than the work itself. 
These factors are considered as Hygiene factors as they prevent negative reaction. In 
this case, stafffeeling that they are underpaid would increase their dissatisfaction with 
thejob. 
This can be explained under the Equity Theory proposed by J. Stacy Adams in 
1965. 
Under Equity Theory, people would try to compare themselves to others by 
focusing on two variables, outcomes and inputs. Pay is one of the outcome we get 
from ourjobs. Inputs are the contributions made such as the length oftime we work 
and the amount ofeffort we expends. Equity Theory is concerned with outcomes and 
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inputs as they are perceived by the people involved, not necessarily what they might 
actually be based on any objective standards. 
Equity Theory states that people compare their outcomes and inputs to those 
ofothers andjudge the equity of these relationships as a ratio. These comparisons can 
result in any of these different states: overpayment inequity, underpayment inequity or 
equitable payment. 
Amongst the 394 questionnaires that we received, ninety percent of the 
respondents claim that remuneration is the most crucial factor in deciding whether 
they would stay in the existing company. Over sixty-five percent of our respondents 
are not satisfied with their current salaries. From the results ofthe survey, it is found 
that apart from basic salary, the usual package offered by the Company is tax efficient 
remuneration package, such as holiday warrant and provident fund. The others like 
low interest loan is rarely provided. We analyzed this issue by segregating the 
individuals into two groups. The first group are those who are working in the CPA 
firms. The second group are those who are not working in the CPA firms. For those 
who indicated that remuneration is the most crucial factor for them to consider 
whether to stay in the existing company, about seventy-five percent come from the 
CPA firms and out ofthis, over sixty-five percent responses come from the managers. 
As for other benefits in kind, we have summarized the result ofour survey below: 
Other benefits in kind that are offering by the employers - comparison 
between CPA firms and Commercial sectors 
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. C M i r n i $ Coittjftaetdal s ^ c t o 
Stock option plan 0% 20% " ‘ ‘ ~ 
Low interest loan 0% 34% -
Provident fund fT% 57% 
Tax efficient remuneration package 100% 76% ‘ 
Company car 0% 4% “ 
From the above results, we found that tax efficient remuneration package is 
widely granted in CPA firms than in commercial sectors. However, benefits like 
stock option plan is not implemented in CPA firm. It may be due to the nature of 
business form of audit firms - partnership, therefore, no stock option plan can be 
implemented. 
As for the provident fund scheme, only eleven percent ofthe respondents who 
are now working in CPA firms have such kind ofbenefits offered by their companies. 
This is far less than in commercial sector. To substantiate our findings, we have 
conducted interviews with some seniors and managers who are currently working in 
Big-six CPA firms and we were told that up to now, most ofthe Big-six CPA firms do 
not have provident fund plan. For those firms which have provident fund schemes, 
the schemes are either solely for the administrative staff or do not have the employer's 
contribution. 
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Although remuneration is considered to be one of the most crucial factor when 
people decide whether to stay in their existing companies, the people who are working 
in Big-six CPA firms are more eager to get more cash. Amongst the responses from 
the group who are now working in Big-six CPA firms, seventy-five percent claim that 
other benefits are not crucial for them to decide whether to stay in the existing 
company. Whereas amongst the responses from those who are now working in 
commercial sectors, over seventy percent of the responses claim that other benefits are 
crucial in deciding whether to stay in the existing company or not. To substantiate the 
above findings, we have conducted interviews with some seniors and managers who 
are now working in Big-six CPA firms. They told us that the reason why other 
benefits are not considered to be crucial is mainly because they do not expect to work 
in CPA firms for long. Most of them considered Big-six CPA firms a stepping stone 
for their future career. Therefore, unlike in commercial firms, they are more eager to 
have cash in their own hand. 
During the interview, we got the feedback from the interviewees that they are 
quite satisfied with their pay in terms of absolute value. They all agreed that their 
salary absolute amount is far higher than their colleagues in commercial firms. 
Besides, they represented that the annual salary increments in Big-six CPA firms are 
far greater than in commercial sectors. They claim that they normally have more than 
twenty-five percent increment each year whereas the increment percentage in 
commercial sector ranges from ten to fifteen percent. 
Implications 
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According to the above results and based on the Needs Theory, the needs for 
remuneration within Big-six CPA firms are almost fulfilled. Remuneration, thus will 
be considered in an attempt to retain staff. 
Training and examination assistance 
In the book "Behavior in Organizations, understanding and managing the 
human side of work" written by Jerald Greenberg and Robert A Baron (1995)， 
training is defined as the process through which people systematically acquire and 
improve the skills and abilities needed to enhance theirjob performance. 
From the survey of our questionnaires, training is considered to be the top five 
of the crucial factors in determining whether to stay in their existing employment. 
The typical training offered by their existing employers is on-the-job training. We 
further analyzed this issue by differentiating the individuals into those who are 
working in the CPA firms and those who are not working in the CPA firms. Amongst 
the people who claim that training is a crucial factor in determining whether to stay in 
their existing employment, eighty-six percent of them are responded from people who 
are working in CPA firms, while the remaining is from commercial sectors. Out of 
those who are now working in CPA firms, the type of training offered by their 
employers include on-the-job training, special designed training courses and 
examination assistance. Whereas for those who are working in commercial sectors, 
all of them claimed that they have on-the-job training and only thirty percent ofthem 
claimed that they have special designed training courses offered by their employers. 
Some of them even have training courses in places outside Hong Kong. From our 
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interviews with some of the seniors and managers in Arthur Andersen, the company 
usually provides training in places like United States and Malaysia every year. For 
those who are working in commercial sectors, all of them claimed that they have on-
the-job training and only thirty percent of them claimed that they have special 
designed training courses offered by their employers. Besides, no examination 
assistance training programs are provided by their employers in the commercial 
sectors. Over ninety percent of our respondents who are now working in CPA are 
satisfied with the training offered by their employers which help their technical and 
practical development. Whereas for those who are working in commercial sectors, 
over eighty-seven percent agreed that the training provided by their companies is 
insufficient for their career development and growth. They are not satisfied with the 
existing training and over seventy-nine percent claim that the examination assistance 
training is an important factor which encourages them to retain in the company. 
To substantiate our findings, we have performed some interviews with some 
ex-CPA staff who have moved to commercial sectors. They told us that the training 
in CPA firms is far better than in commercial sectors, especially in terms of technical 
and practice development. During the days in CPA firms, if there were any 
amendments in the accounting standards or issues, they were notified by their 
technical departments through the circulars and abstracts they were provided. 
Besides, seminars were conducted for them by their technical partners. However, 
there are not given such kinds of training in commercial sectors. They need to do most 
of the updating of technical information on their own, and perform their own research. 
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From the interviews with some of the seniors and managers, we noted that the 
majority of the new recruits of CPA firms are fresh graduates from local tertiary 
institutions without any practical working experience in the profession. The 
overriding objectives of these graduates are to become qualified and to pursue a 
successful career in the profession. Therefore, both professional development and 
career development are important in training and retaining staff. Ideally, this should 
be structured and planned concurrently in the CPA profession to achieve maximum 
results. 
Professional development in CPA firms serves dual purposes: firstly, to train 
fresh graduates so that they can acquire requisite practical experience to achieve a 
formal accountancy qualification and secondly to keep abreast of the technical 
developments and techniques required to pursue a long term career with the firms. 
Apart from tangible rewards, the quality and reputation of the comprehensive 
professional development program is also an increasingly important factor to be 
considered by many people when joining CPA firms. Hence, in order to attract and 
retain competent staff and to ensure congruence of continued professional 
development of all their staff with their own personal career objectives and the 
development of the firm as a whole, all Big Six CPA firms are willing to invest 
substantial resources in formulating their Continuing Professional Education (CPA) 
Policies which become an integral part of their establishments. 
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A typical in-house professional development program offered by a CPA firm 
involves: 
- on the job training 
- formal training courses 
- self development 
- Examination assistance program (to help staff to pass the professional 
examination, in order to be qualified) 
Formal training courses are usually conducted in-house. The majority of in-
house training is held in Hong Kong, although a small number of sizable firms 
conduct courses at other overseas offices. Similar to other professions, professional 
development in CPA firms is very practical and result-oriented. The emphasis of in-
house training has traditionally been on technical aspects of accountancy namely 
auditing and taxation. These are still the keystones to all accountancy training 
programs, but the scope has been widened considerably with the addition of courses 
on some special topics such as insurance or financial instrument, working in the PRC, 
flotation and computer skills, etc. All the Big-six CPA firms and some of the larger 
local practices also offer training programs in management and corporate skills 
covering the areas like leadership skill and client relationship. 
In view of increasing number of clients from Mainland China, some 
accountancy firms are now employing personnel from the People Republic of China. 
Generally speaking, they require extra training in order to ensure that their work meets 
the standards required in Hong Kong. Conversely, an increasing number of Hong 
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Kong professionals is travelling and working in the Mainland China and training 
would also be needed to help them adapt to a different system and environment. 
Indeed, those firms with a lot of clients in the PRC offer courses in Mandarin courses 
to their staff in Hong Kong. 
Another area being focused on by CPA firms is the training in communication 
skills because there have been criticism on the deteriorating English communication 
skills of the recent local graduates, both in verbal and written. 
As an example, Emst & Young, one of the Big-six firms, has included in its 
in-house Continuing Professional Education (CPE) program courses on: 
- Auditing techniques (including general and industry-specific course) 
- PRC taxation and accounting practices 
- Local and US tax practices 
- Mandarin 
“ Communication skills 
- Management skills 
- Microcomputer skills 
- Computer auditing techniques 
Implication 
From the above findings, the existing training in Big-six CPA firms is far 
better than in commercial sectors. Therefore, although there may be room to improve, 
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training is one of the critical issues in deciding our strategic retention policy for Big-
six CPA firms. 
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Job security 
It is due to the job security, people try to enter large, stable companies and 
long term employment with a single firm. 
Under Maslow,s hierarchy of need's theory (Greenberg and Baron, 1995)， 






which will be explained below: 
(a) physiological needs which are the basic needs for food, air, water, and shelter. 
To satisfy these needs, the organization must provide employees with a salary 
that allows them to afford standard living conditions. 
(b) safety needs - the needs for a secure environment, away from threats of 
physical or psychological harm 
(c) Social needs - the need to have affiliation, to have friends, to be loved and 
accepted by other people. Organization may encourage participation in social 
events 
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(d) Esteem needs - need to have self-respect and to gain the approval of others. 
The desire to achieve success, have prestige, and be recognized by others in 
the same field 
(e) Self-actualization needs - the need for self-fulfillment, the desire to become all 
that one is capable of being, developing to one's fullest potential. By working 
at their maximum creative potential, employees who are self-actualized can be 
extremely valuable assets to their organizations. 
Physiological needs refer to hunger, thirst, shelter, sex and other bodily needs 
whereas safety refers to the security and protection from physical and emotional harm. 
Maslow separated the five needs into higher and lower needs. Physiological and 
safety needs were described as lower-order and the other three were described as 
higher-order. According to Maslow theory, lower-order needs must be satisfied first 
before higher order needs are fulfilled. 
In our observation and our survey, if the staff feels that they do not have job 
security and it is difficult to be promoted, they cannot fulfill the "safety needs" as they 
may be laid off. They also may not be able to fulfill their need for self-esteem that is 
important for achieving success and career advancement. Furthermore, they may not 
be able to fulfill their “self-actualization” needs. 
We understand that if the personnel cannot fulfill their need, they will not 
function well. This will affect their work attitude and hence their performance. If 
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their performance is not good, their evaluation will not be good. This will further 
reinforce that they have no motivation to perform well. This is a vicious cycle and at 
the end，they will leave the organization. 
From the results of our survey, job security was ranked the third highest 
amongst the factors in determining whether to stay in the existing company. This is in 
line with the Maslow theory as lower order needs must be satisfied first. From the 
results of our survey, people who are now working in CPA firms think that their 
existingjob to be highly secured. 
To substantiate our findings, we have interviewed some ex-audit seniors and 
managers who are now working in commercial field. They told us that the job 
security offered in commercial field is far less than in audit firms. They need to face a 
lot of office politics in which they seldom come across in audit firms. The main 
reason why they think there are less internal political issues in audit firms may be 
because people are very busy with their work day and night and will neither care for 
the struggle for power and authority. 
Implication 
From the above analysis, we found that job security is not a critical issue in 
solving the high staff tumover rate in Big-six CPA firms. 
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Working condition 
Employees are influenced by their physical work setting. They are affected by 
more than the characteristics in the jobs they do and the overall structure in which 
they work. Temperature, noise level and the physical layout of the work station have 
great impact on the employee's performance. It can be easily understood that people 
have difficulty to work well in a very noisy conditions. Work setting factors can and 
do influence productivity, absence, turnover and satisfaction. 
Work setting Outcomes 
Physical environment ~> Fatigue Productivity 
* temperature ~> Absenteeism 
* noise | Tumover 
* illumination 




From our survey results, working condition is valued to be one of the least 
important factor in deciding whether to stay in the existing company. Further to our 
interview with the seniors and managers who are now working in Big-six CPA firms 
and those who have previously working in Big-six and now working in commercial 
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sectors, they found no difference between working in Big-six CPA firms with 
commercial firms. 
Implication 
From the above analysis, we found that working condition is not a crucial 
issue in solving the human resources problem noted in Big-six CPA firms. 
Relationship with others 
Similar to the factor of working condition, interpersonal relationship is among 
the least important factors in deciding whether to stay in existing companies. It may 
be due to the fact that people working in the Big-six are mostly at the same age group 
with similar background. Communication problem is rarely found. Whereas from the 
interview with some ex-Big-six CPA firms staff who are now working in commercial 
firms as Finance Manager or Financial Controller, most of their colleagues come from 
different background and age group. Some interviewees told us that their 
subordinates are married women who always talk about their children. They can 
hardly find any common topic to talk about. Besides, education standard also affects 
communication with other colleagues in commercial firms. Most of them are only 
secondary-school graduates. Detailed instructions need to be given very carefully in 
order to ensure they can understand. 
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Performance evaluation 
Performance evaluation is the social perception when someone formally 
evaluates the job performance of another. It is often performed on an annual or semi-
annual basis for the purpose of determining pay raise, promotion, and training needs. 
According to the Expectancy Theory proposed by Porter and Lawler in 1968, past 
performance always affect both extrinsic rewards like pay raise and promotion, and 
intrinsic rewards like self-accomplishment. If employees believe they are fairly 
rewarded according to Expectancy Theory, they may eventually recognize a link 
between their performance and these outcomes. In the following paragraphs, we will 
analyze whether merit increment is suitable for an accounting firm to effectively 
retain high calibre people. 
According to Porter & Lawler, the strength of a tendency to act in a certain 
way depends on the strength of an expectation that the act will be followed by a given 
outcome and on the attractiveness of that outcome to the individual. It includes three 
variables: 
- Attractiveness 
- Performance-reward linkage 
- Effort-performance linkage 
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It is believed that people will act to maximize their rewards. Therefore, if 
employees who consider themselves to be unfairly treated will change their attitudes 
towards work or even leave the company. 
Under Equity Theory, people like to compare themselves with others. The 
theory proposes that individuals are motivated to maintain fair or equitable 
relationships among themselves and avoid those relationships that are unfair or 
inequitable. 
The importance of appraisal system 
George Thomason (1981) identified five objectives in the appraisal process: 
- through the recognition of current strengths and weaknesses in performance, 
the staff is able to improve his or her current performance 
- by giving guidance to the staff of their strengths and weaknesses, the company 
can construct the most appropriate career path to them 
- identification of potential personnel resources for its future development 
requirement and the availability of trained and experienced manpower for its 
current needs 
- improvement of communications within the organization 
- satisfy the needs of both organization and individuals 
Therefore, it is important to design a tailor-made appraisal system to fulfill the 
above objectives. 
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K.J. Paratt and S.G. Bennett (1979) identified eleven characteristics for an 
effective appraisal system: 
- collects information about current and potential manpower strengths and 
weaknesses. This serves as a basis for manpower and corporate planning 
- indicates skills needed to be improved 
- serves as the basis for determining salary review, promotion, intercompany 
transfer, redundancies, etc. 
- provides feedback and guidance to the staffby pointing out his or her strengths 
and weaknesses and places for improvement 
- stimulates better performance, potential development and increased job 
satisfaction 
- prioritizes and weights performance dimensions and performance goals 
- establishes achievable standards for employees to follow 
- develops suitable appraisal instruments to ensure that staff performance is 
fairly measured and assessed. 
- set up monitoring procedures and reviews regularly to ensure proper operation 
of the system and identifies any weaknesses 
- allows discussion and negotiation between the appraisees and appraisers 
- provision of training for appraisals 
However, in the real world, a lot of problems need to be solved during the 
design of an effective appraisal system. To name but a few, they are: 
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- difficulty in measuring performance with a precise definition of what 
components contribute to good performance 
- lack of agreement on the employees' expected result between the appraiser and 
the appraisee. It is this subjective measure that causes conflicts 
- lack of ongoing review of the external and internal environments in which the 
company operates that may lead to the standard of performance being outdated 
_ if the actual performance cannot be accurately appraised, the motivational 
effect of the appraisal may be weakened as the employees do not realize the 
strong correlation between the reward and performance 
- the appraisal systems may be subjected to certain rating errors, for instance, 
central tendency. A person may be rated high on all dimensions of his 
performances because he or she has had one or two outstanding performances 
in the past. 
Common Methods of Appraisal 
Mitchell S. Novit (1979) identified some basic tools of appraisal methods. 
They are: 
1. Straight ranking 
2. Forced distribution 
3. Conventional scale rating 
Based on our survey, we found that all of the Big-six CPA firms in Hong 
Kong have formal evaluation procedures, and over ninety-five percent of the 
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respondents considered that the evaluation forms included all the necessary attributes 
to be measured, including technical skill, working attitude, interpersonal skills, 
marketing skill, and business sense. The appraisal system is implemented by asking 
the employees to hand in the appraisal forms which are usually completed by the 
immediate supervisor. Conventional scale rating approach is being used in most of 
the CPA firms in Hong Kong. The supervisor would then discuss with the 
subordinates during the performance evaluation. The appraisal form may then be 
amended after the discussion between the two parties. The main purposes of 
evaluation are for the partners to decide the salary raises and promotion. Ideally 
speaking, in-depth discussion between the supervisor and the staff is encouraged 
during the course of appraisal as a form of coaching. Expected behavior of the staff 
should be reinforced and weaknesses be identified and improved. 
However, over forty-five percent of the responses from the questionnaires 
replied that there are formal procedures to be followed by the supervisors. Out of 
them, seventy-five percent belongs to those who are now working in Big-six CPA 
firms, whereas the remaining belongs to commercial firms. Amongst the total 
responses that we received, all the people who are now working in CPA firms. 
Seventy-five percent claimed that although they were allowed to give feedback during 
the evaluation, they will not do so. The main reason was because they considered it to 
be useless and the staff appraisal is too subjective and unfair to them. They indicated 
that the comments from their supervisors (partners and managers) are usually biased 
against them. 
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When we asked about the reasons why they feel that the evaluation is unfair, 
about sixty percent claimed that there is lack of two-way communication, and about 
twenty-one percent claimed that the evaluation form does not reflect all requisite 
attributes. To substantiate our findings, we have conducted interviews with some 
seniors and managers and also some ex-staff of Big-six CPA firms. They told us that 
sometimes the headings used for evaluation are very broad such as "effective 
leadership" and "effective management of resources". The evaluator needed to 
choose whether the subordinates fell into the following ranking: 
• outstanding 
• exceeding expectation 
• meet expectation 
• below average 
• unsatisfactory 
They told us that no clear guidance was given to the evaluator on how to 
define the heading in the evaluation form. It is also difficult to remove all subjective 
elements in the appraisal form. Many staff complained that the supervisors normally 
ranked better those subordinates who got along with them well instead of those with 
good work performance. This is the reason why some of the staff get frustrated. 
Furthermore, we noted from some of our interviewees and understood that 
some evaluation forms were completed without the consent of the appraisee. This is 
an unfair treatment to the appraisee as the evaluation process should involve a two-
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way discussion and agreement over the performance ratings and future performance 
targets settings. 
Another phenomenon we noted from our survey was the existence of 
underpayment inequity which the people who are still working in CPA firms always 
complained about. 
Equity theory compare two variables - outcomes and inputs. Outcomes are 
what we get out of our jobs, including pay, fringe benefits, and prestige. Inputs are 
the contribution made, such as the length of time spent on and the amount of effort 
expended. Equity theory states that people compare their outcomes and inputs to 
those of others, andjudge the equitableness of these relationships as a ratio. They are 
compared with the others using this ratio. Dissatisfaction exists when there is 
inequity. They will react to the inequity. In general, people who are underpaid may 
either lower their inputs such as slacking off, doing less work, lowering their work 
quality, taking longer breaks, applying more sick leave or even quitting their job. 
They may try to negotiate for a higher pay but this is normally uncommon as many 
perceive that they have little influence in the organization. 
Implication 
The Equity Theory has some important implications for ways of motivating 
people. Firstly, it suggests that underpayment should be avoided. Secondly, the firm 
must present information about outcomes and inputs in a thorough and socially 
sensitive manner. In a CPA firm, we can set the budgeted chargeable hours we need 
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for different levels of employees. Employees who can meet the budget should be paid 
more than those who cannot. The firm must create an equity atmosphere in order to 
motivate the employees. 
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Outside opportunities 
With the upcoming of 1997 and the change of sovereignty from Britain to 
China, increasing number of foreign companies set up this representative offices or 
branches in Hong Kong searching for more business opportunities in China. The 
increase in number of these companies together with more and more people leaving 
Hong Kong for other countries such as Canada and Australia result in more jobs 
available in recent years. 
In view of the increase in job vacancies, more and more people in Big-six 
CPA firms will decide to leave before they find ajob. This is quite different from the 
past when people usually got ajob before they resigned. 
From our survey, we found that over ninety-five percent of our respondents 
considered that they can achieve a higher ranking in the commercial firms than in 
CPA firms. Asking about the expectation of demand for Hong Kong staff after July 
1997，thirty percent of the respondents considered it to be very high, thirty five 
percent ofthe respondents considered it to be high and the remaining considered it to 
be medium. 
Implication 
In view of the increasing supply of outside job opportunities and the 
perception by the employees that they can achieve a higher ranking in the commercial 
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firms than CPA firms, the human resources departments and the partners of these 
CPA firms should take immediate action to solve the staff turnover issue. 
Inconsiderate supervisors and incompetent subordinates 
According to our interviews and surveys, some staff, senior and even 
managers claimed that their supervisors are not considerate. Their supervisors always 
request the work to be done under unacceptable constraints. Some of them do not 
treasure the efforts that the subordinates put into the jobs. These supervisors only 
want to get the job done properly and on time. However, the staff complained that 
when they were rushing the job for these supervisors, the supervisor just sat in their 
rooms without any help. 
According to our interviews with the Human Resources Manager and the 
Audit Partners, during the exit interviews, some staff expressed that they do not want 
to work for those inconsiderate supervisors. 
On the other hand, some managers claimed that the technical and language 
proficiency standards of the staff nowadays are diminishing. Many activities which 
can be handled by the subordinate level are now pushed upwards and have created 
extra burden to the managers and supervisors. Based on our interviews, some 
managers indicated that different from the past, the managers nowadays need to spend 
excessive hours to train the subordinates, to revise and amend their work. As they do 
not have any overtime pay, dissatisfaction arouse as a result of subordinates 
incompetency. They indicated that the quality of the accounting fresh graduates in the 
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past is better than those nowadays. The attitudes of the subordinates have also 
changed. In the past, everyone were willing to work harder and to leam more things 
whereas the subordinates nowadays are very materialistic. During the interview with 
a partner of a Big-six CPA firm, we were told that the recruitment and promotion 
requirements of the staff are looser nowadays as there is not sufficient manpower to 
handle the heavy work generated from the booming PRC market. They have 
promoted some individuals even though they may not be capable in various aspects. 
Implication 
Based on the above observation, we noted that there are conflicts between the 
subordinates and supervisors. 
The term "conflict" refers primarily to instances in which units or individuals 
within an organization do not agree and thereby compete with one another. To be 
more specific, conflict is a process in which one party perceives that another party has 
taken some action that will exert negative effects on his or her major interest. In other 
words, the key elements which give rise to a conflict include (1) opposing interests 
between individuals or groups, (2) recognition of such opposition, (3) the belief by 
each side that the other will thwart or has already thwarted these interest and (4) 
actions that actually produce such thwarting. 
Furthermore, the smoldering resentment and broken relationships can persist 
for months or even years. 
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The key dimensions of conflicts are (1) distribution - those who are concerned 
with their own success, (2) integration - those who are concerned with the outcomes 
of others. 
In our analysis, these conflicts have the following negative consequences since 
they often produce strong negative emotions and thus can be quite stressful. Conflicts 
frequently interfere with communication between individuals, groups, or divisions. 
As stated in our survey, if there is a lack of communication between the staffand their 
supervisors, there would be no instructions to follow and thus jobs would be done 
even poorly. 
Besides, conflicts also divert attention and take away energy and time from 
major tasks and thereby affect the achievement of organizational goals and 
organizational effectiveness. 
Conflicts increase the tendency of both sides to engage in negative 
stereotyping. The members of opposing units tend to emphasize their differences 
between them. These differences are interpreted in a negative lights so that each side 
views the other in increasingly unfavourable terms. 
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Implication 
We consider that effective conflict management techniques should be used to 
solve this problem. Furthermore, extra training, both technical and non-technical, is 
required. 
Conclusion 
From the above analysis, it is found that Big-six CPA firms have already put 
substantial efforts in controlling the hygiene factors. Hence, in the following chapter, 
we are going to focus on the analysis of motivators, that is，the work itself and its 
outcomes and finally develop feasible ways to minimize the problems created from 
these motivators. 




From the results indicated in Chapter II’ it was found that 
Big-six CPA firms are putting a substantial effort in 
controlling the hygiene factors. In this chapter we will 
analyze whether Big-six CPA firms are utilizing the 
motivators to maximize the employees 'Job satisfaction. 
As analyzed in chapter II，we noted from Big-six CPA firms currently do put 
into substantial efforts in training and examination assistance. These two hygiene 
factors are comparatively stronger than those in commercial accounting firms. In 
addition, Big-six CPA firms have a well-defined evaluation system though some of 
the employees expressed concerns that they seldom discuss with their supervisors on 
the completed evaluation forms. However, as compared to the commercial accounting 
firms which normally do not have a well-defined evaluation systems and based on the 
chargeable hours and percentage as adopted in Big-six CPA firms, this hygiene factor 
does not create any adverse impact on Big-six CPA firms. Accordingly, we tum to 
analyze the "motivators", that is the work itself and its outcomes. 
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Promotion prospects 
The organizational structure of a CPA firm is like a pyramid, there are 





According to the responses from the questionnaires, 83% indicated that 
promotion prospect is one of the crucial factor for them to stay in their existing 
employment. However, 63% of the total responses indicated that their jobs lack of 
promotion opportunities. We further analyzed this issue by differentiating the 
individuals into those who are working in the CPA firms and those who are not 
working in the CPA and noted that among all those who indicated that they are lack of 
promotion opportunities, 87% comes from the commercial sectors whereas the 
remaining 13% comes from the CPA firms. In these 13% responses from CPA firms, 
we further divided into manager's group and senior group and noted that more than 
85% of the managers working in CPA firms have indicated that they lack promotion 
opportunities. To substantiate our findings, we interviewed some seniors and 
managers who are currently working in the Big-six CPA firms and were told that the 
normal career path in a Big-six CPA firm has been prolonged over the past fifteen 
years due to the rapid growth and expansion of CPA firms. The following table set 
out the time horizon of the career path: 
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Table: Time horizon of a typical career path within a CPA firm 
According to our survey, the time horizon to making partner in a Big-six CPA 
has been prolonged. Almost all the individuals in the senior groups indicated that if 
they do not make any big mistakes and put into a lot of efforts, they should have no 
problem in promotion to be managers. However, they also expressed that it is very 
difficult to become a partner nowadays. Similarly, the existing manager group 
expressed that due to rapid expansion of Big-six CPA firms, it is more competitive for 
the young professionals to be promoted upwards in the pyramid and become a partner. 
According to our interviews, some of the managers indicated that it is a long way for 
them to be a partner and they do not know whether they can be a partner in view of 
the tough competition. 
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Interpretation 
According to Maslow's Needs Hierarchy Theory, if people grow up in an 
environment in which their needs cannot be met, they have no motivation to perform 
well and finally they will leave the firm. Absenteeism and employee withdrawal are 
two indications of the employees are lack of motivation 
Implications 
Although the problem of lack of promotion opportunities is not serious in the 
senior level in Big-six CPA firms as compared to commercial firms, human resource 
personnel and the Big-six CPA firms should put more emphasis to the manager group 
so as to minimize the risk that valued professionals will leave the firms due to their 
perception of lack of promotion opportunities. Frequent discussions between the 
managers and partners are required on their career development and clear indications 
should be given to the managers to avoid any over-expectation or under-expectation. 
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Opportunity for personal growth 
Personal growth includes responsibility, status, money worth, achievement and 
recognition. 
In our surveys, among the individuals who are working in CPA firms and 
commercial sector, about 95% indicated that opportunity for personal growth and 
recognition is crucial factors for them to stay in their employment. We have analyzed 
the statistical results by segregating the individuals into CPA firms and non-CPA 
firms and noted that there is no much difference between these two motivators. 
Based on our interviews with the personnel of the Big-six CPA firms, all of 
them indicated that they would like to be an "all-rounded" business advisor instead of 
being just a "traditional" accountant. They have their goals and want to have 
recognition. Among the senior group, most of them would like to take on some 
challenging assignments so that they can show their performance to their managers 
and partners and to secure for their future promotion. More than 80% of the manager 
group indicated that they consider that the promotion to be a partner is an achievement 
to them although the time horizon is too long and they need to withstand the pressure 
of long hours work and loss of private life. They also expressed that they can 
generally eam more if they can make partners than if they quit theirjobs and become 
a group financial controller in the commercial sector. However, at the same time, they 
indicated that they need to sacrifice a lot. 
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Interpretation 
Similar to lack of promotion prospects discussed above, lacking opportunity 
for personal growth will affect the employees' work attitude and thereby affecting 
their performance. If their performance is not good, their evaluation could not be 
good. This will further reinforce that they have no motivation to perform well. This 
is a circulation effect and the employees will finally choose to leave the company. 
Implications 
Big-six CPA firms and its human resource personnel should pay attention to 
structure well-defined career development for their employees so that they feel that 
they have the opportunity for personal growth and recognition. Sufficient trainings 
are required to assist the employees to move along the career ladder. Effective career 
planning programs may reduce tumover, especially among those who has the greatest 
career mobility - the best employees. 
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Workload 
As the Big-six CPA firms are competing with each other, striving to deliver 
quality services to their clients, all professional staff are required to work at their best 
effort. During the peak season, it is not surprising to see some employees spending 
excessively long working hours, staying in office till midnight, including weekends, 
to meet the clients' requirement and deadlines. All the staff in Big-six firms suffer 
from stressful working conditions. 
From the responses, all individuals who are working in CPA firms indicated 
that the long working hours is one of the factors leading to their dissatisfaction. We 
further analyzed those 163 responses comes from those individuals who are working 
in commercial sectors and have been working in CPA firms, again 100% indicated 
that the long working hours is one of the major factors leading to their dissatisfaction. 
We further noted that 62% of this category of people indicated that they are not 
willing to undertake overtime work. 
Against this statistical finding, we have interviewed the senior level 
and manager level in Big-six CPA firms and were told that only the senior level has 
the overtime pay whereas the manager level does not have the overtime pay. 
However, the senior group expressed that they normally “eat” part of/most of their 
time incurred and do not charge to the client to avoid the job overrun and the enquiry 
from the managers and partners. 
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Table: Comparison between a person working in Big-six CPA firms and commercial 
organizations 
From the above table we can see that having the remuneration per working 
hour is lower is Big-six CPA firms as compared to the commercial firms even though 
the absolute money-term is higher in Big-six CPA firms. 
One interesting point we found out in our interviews is that although all Big-
six CPA firms have an overtime payment system, the overtime payment is difficult to 
claim. The supervisor or the managers may sometime reject the approval of overtime 
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and raise enquire about the time charged. Thus, the staff and senior normally "eat" 
their time to avoid the job overrun. Furthermore, we were told that a few months ago, 
one of the Big-six CPA firms even suspended the overtime payment system during the 
peak season and within six months, many staff resigned and the number of audit staff 
in each audit group has been decreased from 55 to less than 30. 
Interpretation 
The above observation is in line with research done by Ananda and Furukawa, 
Ferrat, Kris (Greenberg and Baron, 1995). Their research indicated that people's 








Salary is one of the factors that lead tojob satisfaction. 
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This observation can be explained by the Herzberg's Two Factor Theory as 
discussed above. In Big-six CPA firms, the employees' feeling of being underpaid 
would increase their dissatisfaction with thejob. 
In addition, this observation call be explained by the Equity Theory proposed 
by J. Stacy Adams discussed in Part (II) above. 
By referring to the previous table on the comparison between a senior and 
manager working in Big-six CPA firm and accountant/accounting manager working in 
the commercial field, we can see that the remuneration per working hours is much 
lesser in Big-six CPA firms as compared to the commercial field. They treat 
themselves as in underpayment inequity. Dissatisfaction thus arises. In order to 
minimize the dissatisfactions, they would either lower inputs or to quit theirjobs. 
In view of the consequence of job dissatisfaction, CPA firm's employees 
usually have two behaviors: (1) to reducejob inputs and/or (2) to quit thejob. 
Interpretation 
The consequences of job dissatisfaction can be explained by the following 
Heuristic Model of Affect/ Intention/ Withdrawal behavior (Greenberg and Baron, 
1995): 
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Affect Intention Withdrawal Behavior 
Behavior intention - Psychological 
To reduce job inputs job withdrawal 
Job/Work Role Behavior intention - Termination 
Satisfaction To quit 
Behavior intention - Specific change 
To change work condition behavior 
Table: Heuristic Model of Affect/Intention/Withdrawal 
(i) To reducejob inputs 
Feeling that they were underpaid, the junior level staff were reluctant to stay 
behind after office hours. Moreover, the standard of the quality of the work has also 
decreased. In order to maintain the professional standard of the work, the partners and 
the managers of the CPA firm increase the work load of the seniors. We have 
interviewed some audit seniors from Big-six CPA firms, we understand that their 
workload is much heavier now. 
In the old days, the seniors were mainly responsible for reviewing file and 
solving some of the issues with clients. However, nowadays, they need to perform as 
a reviewer and also a field worker. As the partners and the managers do not have 
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confidence in the junior s taffs work, Big Six firms try to implement a new audit 
approach. Under the new approach the senior staff need to do most of the work while 
the junior staff becomes just responsible for vouching. For example, senior needs to 
complete bank reconciliation which is one of the simplest task in the past. Again, the 
senior staff will think that they are unfairly underpaid and if they cannot reduce their 
input, they will decide to leave. During our interviews, we were told that in April 
1996，the number of senior staff in one of the audit department of the Big-six CPA 
firm Six has decreased from ten to three in three months' time. 
(ii) Termination 
Previously, people usually would get a job before they resign. However, 
nowadays, we usually find people resign without a job offer. Based on our 
interviews, many ex-Big Six firms staff that if they do not even have the time for 
preparation of interview if they continue to stay in Big-six CPA firms. In one case 
that a senior complained he could not perform well in the interview because he had 
been working until four o'clock in the moming the day before. He also told us that 
during the interview he could hardly think anything but feel dizzying all the time. 
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Workload versus Private life 
As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, due to the long working hours in 
Big-six CPA firms, the private life is very limited for staff working in CPA firms. So 
normally if a staff has married, you can expect that shey1ie will quit. 
In our survey, out of the total responses of 138 from the CPA firms, 87% 
indicated that their workload in the CPA firms has impact on their private life. We 
further analyzed this issue and extracted the total responses of 301 from those who are 
working or and have been working in the CPA firms and note that the long hours' 
work and heavy workload had caused the following impacts: 
marriage problem (11%) 
family problem (21 %) 
health problem (50%) 
limited social life (10%) 
others (8%) 
We further extracted the responses and analyzed the results by segregating the 
responses by their gender and their marital status. We noted that 32% of the 
responses from the married female staff expressed that the heavy workload has impact 
on their private life and created family and marriage problems. 
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Based on our interviews, a married senior, after having a new bom baby, 
resigned from the job. She said that her husband was unhappy about her working so 
late all the time and did not have much time with the family. Moreover, she preferred 
to spend more time to take care of the baby. Therefore, she decided to quit the job 
and work as an accounting manager in a trading firm, which has a more stable 
working environment. 
Furthermore, some seniors and managers expressed that they always have 
complaints from their boyfriends and girlfriends for their long working hours. 
Interpretation 
The above observation can be explained by the Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 
Theory. 
The heavy workload and lack of private life in Big-six CPA firms have created 
an obstacle to satisfy the social needs of staff. Accounting staff sometimes find it 
very difficult to have affiliation with other people to maintain a social relationship and 
to give and receive affection and love from other people. 
The observation can also be explained by Alderfer,s ERG theory (Greenberg 
and Baron, 1995). Unlike Maslow's theory that divided needs into five levels, 
Alderfer specifies three types of needs: existence, relatedness and growth. Existence 
needs correspond to Maslow's physiological needs and safety needs. Relatedness 
needs correspond to Maslow's social needs and growth needs correspond to esteems 
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needs. Therefore, from the mother's point of view, the need to have more time to take 
care ofthe new bom baby is more important than the esteem need. 
Implications 
Big-six CPA firms should devise some quality of work life programs so that 
the pressures come from the heavy workload can be minimized to the most extent. 
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Conclusion 
Big-six CPA firms should fully utilize the powers of motivators so as to 
minimize the negative impacts arisen from the lack of these motivators. 




In this chapter, we would like to recommend some means 
tofurther improve the existing control of hygiene factors in 
the Big-six CPA firms and increase the power of motivators 
in the Big-six CPA firms. With an effective implementation 
and control of the following schemes, we trust that the high 
staff turnover rate in the Big-six CPA firms can be 
minimized to a great extent. 
Based on our analysis as stated in the previous chapter, we noted from our 
survey and interview findings that Big-six CPA firms have actually put substantial 
efforts in improving the hygiene factors including training and examination 
assistance. Furthermore, Big-six CPA firms have a well-defined staff performance 
evaluation system. As compared to the commercial accounting sector, Big-six CPA 
firms have fulfilled most of the hygiene factors. These hygiene factors are the 
conditions surrounding the jobs rather the work itself. Human resource personnel and 
the Big-six CPA firms should have the ability to exert control over these hygiene 
factors. As Big-six CPA firms seem to offer better hygiene factors than the 
commercial sectors, we go on to explore the impact of the motivators in Big-six CPA 
firms. The findings indicated that motivators such as opportunity for personal growth 
and workload vs. compensation are not sufficient in the Big-six CPA firms. 
Definitely, with a better control of the hygiene factors, job dissatisfaction can be 
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minimized. At the same time，with more motivators, job satisfaction can be enhanced. 
Accordingly, we would like to recommend actions or practices so as to further 
improve the existing control ofhygiene factors in the Big-six CPA firms and increase 
the power of motivators in the Big-six CPA firms. With an effective implementation 
and control of the following schemes, we trust that the high staff tumover rate in the 
Big-six CPA firms can be minimized to a great extent. 
The Merit-Raises System 
Based on the results of our survey and interviews, we noted that some 
employees complained that there is a lack of two-way communication during their 
evaluation. Many of them stated that dissatisfaction with the salary and fringe 
benefits is resulted from subjective appraisals. As such, we try to modify the existing 
remuneration system in the Big-six CPA firms by including more objective attributes 
so as to come up with a fair and comparatively more objective evaluation system. The 
new system may not only avoid the dissatisfaction which may come from an unfair 
evaluation system (hygiene factor) but may also ensure the equitable remuneration of 
the valued employees - which is the most powerful motivator. 
In our proposed system, we recognize the positive correlation between the 
level of input and productivity of staff. We also recommend an appraisal system 
which can minimize the subjectivity involved in staff performance evaluation. 
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The Merit-Raises system, if properly administered, is an effective tool to retain 
productive workforce. However, the merit-raises' system always receives criticism 
because o f the subjectivity involved in the performance evaluation process，which is 
directly linked to the level of merit pay given to each individual. To keep using while 
retaining the benefits of the merit-raises system, we recommend the following actions 
be taken. 
The first course of action is to remove, as much as possible, the subjectivity 
element in the performance evaluation process. The second course of action is to 
recommend a modification of the existing merit-raises system so that yardsticks or 
points can be measured objectively and quantitatively which then be used to 
determine reward based on staff performance. 
The first course of action is devised to remove the appraiser (or rater) biases. 
These rater biases can be reduced through training, feedback, and the proper selection 
of proper performance appraisal techniques. Training for raters (usually the 
immediate boss of the subordinate) should involve three steps. Firstly, biases and 
their causes should be identified. Secondly, the role of performance appraisals played 
by management should stress the need for impartiality and objectivity. Thirdly, if 
subjective measures are to be used, raters should be required to apply them as part of 
their training. Simulated evaluation process can be conducted in classroom where 
mistakes are uncovered and corrected. The techniques of encouraging and handling 
feedback from the subordinates and more effective appraisal tools could be introduced 
in the training. 
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The second course of action is the introduction of point-based merit-raises 
system. This approach requires both staff and superior to work jointly in establishing 
performance goals for the future. These goals must be mutually agreed upon and 
objectively measurable. If both of these conditions are met, staff are apt to be more 
motivated to achieve their goals since they have participated in the setting of them. 
Moreover, as the goal is measurable, staff can easily follow to ensure the attainment 
of the goals. 
The setting of goals and objectives may vary from staff to staff and also 
depends on the degree of complexity of the assignments, degree of responsibilities 
assumed by staff and also any new skills and techniques the staff need to acquire. In 
view of the big size of the accounting firm, it is virtually impossible to involve every 
professional staff in goals and objective setting under the point-based merit raises 
system when we try to link compensation to performance. We consider it appropriate 
to involve staff of senior grade who have more than three years working experience in 
the goals and objectives setting process. 
We set out below a point-based merit-raises system which we believe is 
appropriate to a Big-six CPA firm. The objectives we intend to achieve through 
performance measurements are to remove the subjectivity in performance appraisal, to 
motivate the staff and to ensure the faimess of the compensation system within the 
firm. The point-based merit-raises system is structured to reflect the two important 
variables noted under Adam's "Equity Theory". 
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Before we move on to introduce the detailed mechanism of administering such 
performance measurements, we have to explain some jargons that are commonly used 
within an accounting firm. It is important to know the meaning of such technical 
terms as it will help us to understand better how the performance measurements are 
built up. 
The compensation system we recommend is based on two important 
measurements which are quantitatively measurable and well understood. They are: 
• Utilization rate 
• Recovery rate 
(a) Utilization rate 
Utilization rate measures the productivity of a staff. The higher the utilization 
rate the staff gets, the more billings a firm can in theory raise to a client. Accounting 
firm normally has a time reporting system that captures the number of hours a 
professional staffhas spent on various activities, whether chargeable or not chargeable 
to clients. Chargeable hours are time spent on providing services to a client, in which 
a fee note is normally expected to raise and charged to the client accordingly. Non-
chargeable hours are those time which is non-productive from a firm's perspective. 
These include public holidays, sick leave and idle hours. The higher the proportion of 
chargeable hours to the total reportable hours, the higher utilization rate the staff has 
achieved. In general, the utilization rate of a staff has a positive correlation to the 
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skills and knowledge he possesses. The more competent a staff is, the higher 
utilization rate he is expected to have. 
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(b) Recovery rate 
Cost recovery is a key measurement of profitability. It is a ratio between the 
service fee charged to a client and the total time cost calculated for the services 
rendered. 
\ 
In theory, hours that are chargeable are expected to be recovered from the 
client in full. There are practical difficulties, however, for the firm to recover in full 
all the hours spent on a client. There are many factors that reduce the recovery rate of 
an assignment. 
These include: 
• planning and set up cost, especially for new clients 
• good relationship with client staff 
• complexity of the assignments (usually fees are not highly correlated with the 
degree of complexity of the assignments) 
• client's status (it is CPA firm's practice to retain prestigious clients in order to 
maintain favorable image and reputation) 
It is interesting to highlight the fact that utilization rate and recovery rate do not 
go into the same direction. For example, the higher utilization rate a staff achieves, 
the more hours he has spent on a particular assignment. However, more chargeable 
hours reported effectively mean higher cost incurred. Unless the fee can be increased 
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in a proportionate manner, the more time cost incurred, the lower will the recovery 
rate be. 
The following is an illustration ofhow the utilization rate and recovery rate affect 
one and the other: 
Assumptions: 
1. Audit fee for Assignment A is $ 100,000 (relatively inelastic) 
2. Monthly reportable hours is 320 
3. Charge-out rate is $ 500 
Scenario A: 
Staff B is charging his 320 hours in this particular assignment within one 
month, his utilization rate is 100%. 
Total cost is 320* $ 500 = $ 160,000 
The recovery rate on Assignment A is 62.5% (i.e. $ 100,000/$ 160,000*100%) 
Scenario B: 
Staff B is charging only 200 hours, his utilization rate is 62.5% (i.e. 
200/320*100%) 
Total cost is 200* $ 500 = $ 100,000 
The recovery rate on Assignment A is 100% 
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(i) Point-based system 
A recent survey conducted by a Big-six accounting firm showed that the 
normal utilization rate of a staff is around 85% on a yearly basis whereas the highest 
percentage can be approximately 125% or above. On the other hand, it is remote for 
an individual staffs utilization rate to be below 70%. Based on this phenomenon, we 
can structure our first scoring board under the point-based merit-raises system. Staff 
eams a particular point based on his rate of utilization as follows: 
Utilization mtt Points emied 
<70 AO 
10-72 一 -8 
l3-75 一 -6 
l6-78 -4 一 
"79-81 -2 一 
l 2 - 8 4 0 一 
!5 -87 2 一 
"88-90 “ 3 
11-93 4 一 
l>4-97 “ 5 
l)8-lQQ 一 7 
TOMQ3 8 _ 
"lQ4-107 “ 9 
" l 0 8 - 10 
Table: Score board based on utilization rate 
Hence, Staff B will score 7 points if he charges his 320 hours under Scenario 
A as compared to the score of-10 ifhe could only charge 200 hours under Scenario B. 
However, that does not come to an end of the point-based merit-raises system. 
We have included in our point-based merit-raises system an element of recovery rate. 
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We can construct our second score board using similar criteria for determining scores 
that an individual can get for a particular assignment. Assuming the normal recovery 
rate is 70%，the second score board is as follows: 
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R-^ov^tyrate . i>oint^ mn^i | 
< 5 4 -9 
55-57 一 ] 
T s-61 -6 一 
7 2 - 6 5 -4 一 
7 6 - 6 9 -2 一 
70-73 0 
~ 4 - 7 7 1 
78-81 2 一 
T2-85 3 一 
7 6 - 8 9 4 一 
" 0 - 9 3 5 一 
^ 4 - 9 7 6 一 
"?8-101 7 一 
T02-105 8 一 
T06-1Q9 9 一 
" l 0 9 10 一 
Table: Score board based on recovery rate 
Under the second score board, Staff B can score -4 based on the recovery rate 
of 62.5% in Scenario A as compared with +7 based on 100% recovery in Scenario B. 
The total score that Staff B can have under Scenarios A and B is +3 and -3 
respectively. Obviously, Staff B is better off if he has a high utilization rate in this 
situation. 
The scores of an individual are then accumulated and each staffs running total 
is maintained. Towards the end of each year, the cumulative points are used to 
calculate the extra bonus or incentive payment each individual entitles. This extra 
bonus is given in proportionate to the cumulative points that one score. To avoid 
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having any adverse morale problem, staff who has negative points are not demerited 
in term oftheir regular salary payment. They simply would not receive any additional 
bonus. Appropriate counselling should be arranged for those staff who have negative 
scores. 
This point-based system is easy to administer as all Big-six have computerized 
accounting system that allows for retrieval of data efficiently. Since monetary reward 
is not determined based on qualitative measurements such as those typical appraisal 
forms, the point-based system can effectively reduce any subjectivity in performance 
evaluation, and hence, enhance the faimess and equity of the incentive payment. 
However, point-based programs also have limitations and practical difficulties. 
Objectives such as utilization rate and recovery rate sometimes tend to be too 
ambitious or too narrow. To effectively resolve the human resources issues of 
reducing staff turnover and retaining top quality staff depends on the objectivity in 
goals setting, reasonableness of the scoring boards and the precision of the 
performance evaluation process. These should be clearly stated and well defined by 
the top management. Furthermore, regular control and modification should be made 
to take into account, changes in internal environment such as peak and non-peak 
seasons, and external environment including country's economy and technology. 
The introduction of the point-based system would inevitably bring a change to 
the Big-six CPA firm. Staff may resist the change, a situation which is not 
uncommon in implementing any new policies, procedures or system. Hence, it is 
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important to make sure this "planned change" is structured in a "clear and easy to 
understand" manner. The following steps are highly recommended for a planned 
change: 
>'^tep 3: Refreezing ^^N^ 
( Reinforce, maintain 1 
V & evaluate new merit-rais^ 
广 ^v^^^^^tem ^^^^,^ 
f Step 2: Changing \ 
( Attempt to create & J 
^ X implement a new state of a f f a i r ^ 
X ^ ~ " ^ ^ ^ 
/ Step 1: Unfreezing X 
( Recognizing the \ 
need for change j 
Y Dissatisfaction with j 
\ current remuneration乂 
Figure: Changing people : Some Basic Steps 
(Sources: Based on suggestions by Lewin, 1951) 
(ii) Point-based system - a further development 
The point-based system discussed above could not only be applied to 
individual staff but also on divisions within the accounting firms. With appropriate 
organization structure, CPA firms could implement "Management by Objective”. 
This is possible if CPA firms subdivided themselves into smaller and autonomous 
divisions to gain success in adopting point-based merit-raises system. Each division 
is responsible for its utilization of resource and setting of goals and objectives that are 
congruent with the organization's goals and objectives. It is also accountable for its 
performance. Negotiation process is unavoidable during the goals and objectives 
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setting of different divisions within the accounting firms. The goals and objectives 
are discussed with partners, managers, seniors and semi-seniors within each division. 
Realistic and attainable goals are then mutually agreed upon by respective division 
head. Divisional merit-raises system enhance team work, strengthen internal 
collaboration and commitment to the firm as a whole and should be side-by-side with 
the individual point-based merit-raises system. 
The merit-raises system with the above suggested structure can further bring a 
concept of "gainsharing". Extra bonuses are given to each individual within a 
division when the division works beyond the predetermined goals. This gain sharing 
is important in creating a sense of common fate or destiny that gives people a feeling 
of shared dignity. This can result in a greater staff commitment to improve 
performance, productivity, quality through team work and to reduce staff tumover. 
We found during our interview that one of the Big-six CPA firms has 
previously tried to adopt a similar incentive pay system in a sense that if an individual 
performs better, he or she deserves a higher incentive bonus. This pay system came to 
a failure as we were told that there were no clear definitions of each attributes and lack 
of upward communications, though the partners indicated that most of the good and 
valuable employees were ranked positively in that incentive pay system and 
considered that it was fairer than the then existing remuneration system. Thus, 
effective communication and well-definition of each attribute in our proposed merit-
raises system are extremely vital. 
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Appraisal - The Apprenticeship Approach 
The present appraisal system is being criticized to be unfair and subjective. 
Feeling of being unfairly evaluated is amplified when the appraisal results are used to 
determine salary differentiation. In fact, qualitative judgment is very common and 
sometimes necessary in apprenticeship and subjective opinion on the apprentice is 
difficult to remove completely even though our findings indicated that the evaluation 
forms in the Big-six CPA firms are well-designed. We consider that it is not proper to 
make quantitative decisions like salary increment based on qualitative measurements 
like working attitude. Instead, the merit-raises system as proposed above is more 
reliable in this regard. We also recognize the fact that promotion decision has to be 
heavily relied upon on the supervisor's personal judgment of the apprentice's 
capability. In which case, the appraisal procedures and forms, though quite 
qualitative and subjective, have to be adopted for this purpose. 
The present appraisal mechanism could be used as an effective coaching 
exercise rather than just a technical measure for deciding salary increment. The 
process of communication between the coach and the apprentice is much more 
important than the end results. However, nowadays many supervisors have completed 
the appraisal forms as a routine part of their work. They just filled up the form 
habitually, probably within several minutes, and then asked the subordinate to sign the 
acknowledgment for submission. 
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We recommend that the appraisal should be conducted in a more thorough 
manner with sufficient commitment in terms of time, patience and effort. We would 
like to set out the following procedures to illustrate our idea: 
(i) The supervisor should plan ahead the date, time and place most suitable to 
discuss the appraisal form with the staff. The appraisal should be conducted in 
a comfortable environment which allows open discussion. 
(ii) Sufficient time and care should be taken to fill up the appraisal forms. The 
form could serve as a checklist to remind the supervisor the aspects where a 
staffs performance should be evaluated. Yet, the supervisor should not be 
confined by the questionnaire. He should feel free to write additional 
comments to substantiate his judgment. 
(iii) The supervisor should summarize the appraisal form, indicating main areas of 
weaknesses to be addressed to. Also, he should suggest some ideas to make 
improvement possible. He may also formulate some sort of training scheme 
for each staff according to the training objectives developed from the insight 
of the appraisal form. 
(iv) The appraisal meeting should be conducted personally by supervisor during 
which he can explain clearly the training objectives and the scheme proposed. 
The staff should be encouraged to respond to the evaluation, clarify his own 
point of view and to set training objectives mutually with the supervisor. He 
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should be convinced that the proposed training scheme can help to achieve 
personal development in his career path and so he is expected to act positively 
afterwards. 
(V) The appraisal should be regarded as a starting point of the coming year's 
training program of the staff. The training program should then be monitored 
and reviewed regularly. 
Training 
Although our findings indicated that training in Big-six CPA firms is 
comparatively better than the commercial sectors, further improvement on this 
hygiene factor can definitely help to reduce job dissatisfaction. As such, we 
recommend to better structure the existing training programme normally offered now 
in the Big-six CPA firms. As analyzed in chapter IV on motivators，Big-six CPA 
firms should not only focus on providing training on technical matter but should also 
offer training on non-technical matters so that it can assist the employees in their 
career development and enhance their personal growth. 
Traditional training emphasizes technical and practical development which has 
been quite successful in developing a staff to become a well qualified and technically 
competent staff. However, it is ironic to note that the staff are not satisfied with the 
stressful working condition in a CPA firm instead of not knowing how to do the work. 
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The training objectives have to be directed towards this problem, i.e. to equip the staff 
with the ability to survive healthily under this working environment. The following 
recommendations are suggested: 
Training needs survey 
Big-six CPA firms should structure the training programme in such a way 
which can satisfy the employees' needs. Different levels of employees would require 
different types of training. Hence, the human resource personnel should encourage 
evaluation feedback after finishing each type of training and investigate any 
modifications required. This evaluation which serves as a means to collect 
information from staff should be conducted regularly to find out their training 
requirements, expectations and any suggestions and ideas on the future training 
programs offered by the firm. The survey results should be evaluated and analyzed 
carefully. Collected data on training needs should be used in formulating training 
programs for various levels of employees. Suggestions and ideas on improving 
quality of training should be prioritized . These comprised valuable feedback for the 
evaluation and attention of training personnel. 
From the interviews with some of the existing staff who are still working in 
one of the Big-six CPA firms - Emst & Young, we were told that during their recent 
training seminars, they were asked to fill in a questionnaire to evaluate the course and 
were enquired about any interesting topic they wanted to discuss. The staff range 
from seniors to managers and all of them appreciated such kind of arrangements as 
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they felt this is the only way that the technical department can really satisfy their 
needs. 
Monitoring of CPE requirements 
"Personal Development" must be incorporated into the CPE requirements and 
must be accepted by every staff. The approach of this training should be more relaxed 
than the technical training. Proper training records on individual staff should be 
maintained by Human Resources Department and/ or Training Department and 
updated regularly to keep track of training programs each had attended. Training 
records should be reviewed regularly in conjunction with the firm's CPE requirements 
to ensure that all staff are able to participate in the design of training programs. 
Interviews with the staff may be necessary to find out reasons and/ or difficulties 
encountered during the training programs and every assistance should be given to 
resolve these irregularities. 
We were informed by interviewees that the Big-six CPA firms like Emst & 
Young has been taking a more proactive role in recent years in monitoring the CPE 
hours. Staff are timely informed their number of CPE hours attended and if they have 
missed any training seminar, their respective group managers need to write a report to 
explain. This brings pressure to prevent staff from missing their training seminars. 
(In the old days, staff are usually prohibited from attending training seminar by their 
managers if the deadline for the completion of thejob is tight.) 
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Training committees 
Training committee consisting of representatives from both junior and senior 
levels should be established to coordinate, review and formulate training programs 
and policies for the firm. Outside training professionals and/ or academics might be 
invited to join the training committee in an advisory capacity or to conduct the 
training programs. They may be invited to teach the subjects that are non-
accountancy-related. 
Different training committees have been set up in different Big-six CPA firms. 
Take Emst & Young as an example. Instead of having just one technical department 
for all Hong Kong regional offices, there are altogether three technical departments 
serving three different offices. Each technical team has its own partner, principal and 
managers. Besides, subjects like PRC taxation has been separated out from the 
technical department and set up as another stream. From our interview results, the 
interviewees were very pleased with the setting up of technical departments and the 
services they provided. These enhance their job to be done more efficiently and 
effectively. 
Input from overseas offices and associates 
Assistance from affiliated offices in the PRC and other overseas countries 
might be sought to find out the strengths and weaknesses of potential candidates in 
these areas who are facing the challenge of stressful working condition in the local 
environment. Appropriate training programs could then be tailor-made towards 
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satisfying their needs. This arrangement helps to enable the PRC and overseas 
recruits to take up their job duties effectively and efficiently within the shortest 
possible time. 
Provided that open communications are encouraged, this type of training 
survey can definitely assist the human resources personnel to structure the most cost 
effective and efficient training programmes for different levels of employees. 
Furthermore, although it is the industry-specific characteristic for the 
employees in the Big-six CPA firms to work overtime and sacrifice part of their 
private life, it does not mean that everyone working in the Big-six CPA firms knows 
how to relieve the pressure. As such, human resources personnel should structure 
some non-technical training including conflict management, pressure management 
and time management. These types of non-technical training can help to reduce their 
dissatisfaction which may come from the work itself. We recommend that these 
courses should be instructed by some outsider lecturers so that the personnel may feel 
free to talk about their needs and problems. 
Furthermore, with a better relief of their working pressure and the attitudes of 
hardwork, they will increase their confidence in the Big-six CPA firms and feel more 
secure. This can help to minimize the unfavourable outcomes from the industry-
specific characteristics to the most extent. Provided that the employees know their 
costs and benefits, they will perform in a more positive way instead of always raising 
complaints. 
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Enforcement of training on the PRC practices 
Training programs on PRC practices needed to be strengthened through: 
- increased resources commitment 
- hiring more proficient training professionals, both from local and the PRC 
- increasing the varieties and capacities of training programs to cater for 
different training needs 
- establishing training programs in the PRC to train potential candidates before 
joining local profession in Hong Kong 
- examination assistance programs to help staff in obtaining the PRC recognized 
accountancy professional qualification. Impact of PRC issues on the prospects 
and development of local accountancy personnel after 1997 could be another 
factor that CPA firms' staff concem upon making their resignation decisions. 
Training to allow for internal transfer 
Narrow-minded training on technical aspect rather than emphasizing on 
personal development has proved inadequate in reducing the growth of staff tumover 
rate. Instead of allowing the staff to quit due to the loss of interest in their present 
discipline, training should be fostered to offer the staff an opportunity to seek another 
position within the firm. This definitely helps to preserve the human resources within 
the firm. 
- staff should be allowed to participate in training programs not directly related 
to theirjob duties but what they are interested in 
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- training of common interests like communication skills, computer skills, 
management skills should be extended to staff at all levels 
- training programs should be reviewed and updated regularly as appropriate. 
External training professionals should be hired to assist if necessary 
- constructive feedback from staff on training programs offered by the firm 
should be handled seriously. Results should be evaluated and considered by 
training personnel and^ or training committee. 
Change in the external environment 
Adoption of new technology - audit automation 
Audit automation will change the audit approach from paper-based audit 
approach to an advanced computer processing approach. 
With the introduction of computerization, administrative work can be reduced. 
Before the introduction of automation, auditors need to copy a lot of standard 
documents manually every year. In view of the computerization of clients' 
accounting systems, audit automation can reduce a lot of tedious vouching work and 
enable the work to be completed efficiently. Recently, more and more Big-six CPA 
firms try to introduce information system audit into their companies. Emst & Young 
is one of them. 
The major benefit for using information system audit is that it can reduce the 
audit risk. The extent of information system audit involvement usually depends on 
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the complexity of computerized aspects of the clients' significant applications. 
Appropriate use of information system audit approach can improve understanding of 
how client transactions are processed which then assists in producing more effective 
documentation and evaluation of significant applications. Besides, it can integrate the 
impact of programmed controls into the audit process and provide a more effective 
approach to tests of controls. Last but not least, the use of computer-assisted audit 
techniques enables auditors to perform required audit tests more effectively and 
efficiently. 
More and more software packages are being designed to help the staff in job 
planning and risk assessment. For instance, software packages like ISA Risk Adviser 
is available to assist financial auditors in assessing information systems complexity of 
their audit engagement and to help them determine the extent to which information 
systems will affect their audit engagement. 
Furthermore, the adoption of the advanced information technology such as 
Window97, excel, Powerpoint, Lotus notes, Internet can definitely help the employees 
to improve their effectiveness and efficiency and thereby reducing the existing 
workload of them. 
From the interview results with some of the Emst & Young seniors, they are 
quite happy with the computer automation. They believed that with the introduction 
of computer automation, more work can then be allocated to junior staff and time 
wastage in copying information will be avoided. Besides, with the help of 
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Information System Audit, audit work can be greatly reduced by assessing the 
reliability of the system instead of doing huge amount of vouching work. Moreover, 
many financial calculation can be easily done with the help of computer software like 
Lotus 123, for example, the calculation of net present value and the interest rate. 
We recommend that each Big-six CPA firms should put into additional 
financial resources to upgrade their existing computer facilities. Based on our 
interviews, we noted that only one Big-six CPA firm is currently using the Lotus 
notes for worldwide communications. Furthermore, they should develop more new 
application software. These software should be tailor-made after considering the 
comments from the users - the employees. With the appropriate adoption of new 
information technology in the next decade, we trust that it can definitely help to 
improve the work efficiency and thereby minimizing the pressure on the staff as a 
result of long working hours. 
Recruitment ofPRC staff 
As we understand that after the handover in 1997, Hong Kong will be a part of 
the PRC. The current hot demand for accounting staff is partly due to the booming 
PRC market. It is anticipated that the PRC market will continuously grow looking 
from the economic indicators. Furthermore, we understand that the employees of the 
Big-six CPA firm spend at least 20% in the PRC to render their services. Although 
our discussion report focuses on the control of turnover rate in the Big-six CPA firms, 
we noted from Section (I) that the demand and supply gap of accounting staff is still 
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not sufficient even with zero turnover rate. Therefore, the human resource personnel 
should also plan for this deficiency. 
Following our visits of the Big-six CPA firms, we understand that they will 
expand their businesses into the PRC and plan to set up more new offices in addition 
to their existing ones in the PRC. Currently, they are sending some Hong Kong 
employees to work in the PRC to train the local staff. However, based on our 
interviews, we understand that all Big-six CPA firms would like to localize. The 
human resource personnel should structure a new set of training programs be tailor-
made for the needs of the local Chinese. For example, they may need to provide 
r 
training on the English language. Furthermore, local Chinese may have different 
attitudes and cultural values from that of the Hong Kong staff. As such, non-
technical training should be structured to address these matters. 
Besides the proper training schemes for the local Chinese, the human resource 
personnel should also pay attention to their recruitment process. No one can deny that 
without a proper selection process which can select the best match candidates, the 
benefits of the future training will not be realized. As such, we recommend that the 
human resource personnel should revisit their existing recruitment plans and discuss 
with the line partners and managers to see the deficiencies of the new recruits so that 
modifications on the existing selection process should be made. In addition, a new set 
of selection program should be structured for the recruitment of these local staff. 




It is therefore a great challenge for the human 
resources managers to steer the growth of any Big-Six 
CPA firms which views human resources as the most 
valuable of the company，s resources. 
Due to the prosperous growth of the accounting industry and the growing 
service sector in Hong Kong, the Big-six CPA firms are facing serious problem of 
shortage in staff supply. The shortage is compound by the fact that more and more 
accountants are required to meet the demand due to the fast growing PRC market. 
The numbers of graduates each year from local tertiary institutions definitely could 
not meet the demand projected beyond 2000. This includes the number of graduates 
from overseas universities. Given the fact that the labor market for qualified 
accountants is so competitive today, staff turnover rate is unacceptably high and is 
dampening the staff shortage situation. The purpose of our project report is to analyze 
the existing turnover issue in Big-six CPA firms from a human resource perspective. 
We explore whether the Big-six CPA firms are currently making sufficient effort in 
retain their people and minimize the employees' job dissatisfaction by controlling the 
hygiene factors and maximize their job satisfaction by utilizing motivators. Findings 
from our surveys and interviews concluded that Big-six CPA firms have performed 
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better in controlling the hygiene factors than utilizing the motivators. Accordingly, 
we found out possible ways to address to this "bread and butter" human resources 
issue in a proactive manner. Our recommendation follows the approach to stop the 
Big-Six from "bleeding" further and to put forward some useful staff retention 
strategies in order to preserve the valuable qualified staff. We strongly believe that 
unless we have significant improvement in the areas of "compensation management"， 
"training" and "appraisal", it is not possible to reverse the trend in the escalating staff 
tumover rate. Merit-raises system should be introduced in the staff compensation 
system so that individual effort is fairly recognized and rewarded and the staff be 
motivated. We emphasize training not only as a mean of technical advancement but 
also an exercise to facilitate personal development and healthy survival in this tough 
and demanding profession. Finally, the traditional appraisal system should be 
conducted as counseling and coaching exercise which is in fact the underlying 
apprenticeship offered by Big-six CPA firms. 
On the other hand, we suggest that well educated accounting graduates and 
qualified accountants should be recruited from the Mainland China. Such a pool of 
talent will definitely help to narrow the demand and supply gap. However, Big-six 
CPA firms and their human resources personnel should be careful in structuring their 
selection process for this target group and the trainings offered to them afterwards 
The business environment of Hong Kong and the labor market is changing 
rapid and has become highly competitive today. Any suggestion to the human 
resources management should be conducted with a dynamic and continuing approach. 
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Human resources management is becoming a kind of marketing activity. It is 
therefore a great challenge for the human resources managers to steer the growth of 
any Big-Six which views human resource as the most valuable of the company's 
resources. 





We are a group of MBA students and are currently conducting our final year research 
project on "Analysis of tumover issues in CPA Firms in Hong Kong from a human 
resources perspective". We would appreciate your kind assistance in taking about 10 
minutes to complete this questionaire for us. Thank you for your cooperation. 
Part A Human resources issues (Please circle the appropriate one) 
1. What do you think are the crucial factors for you to stay in your existing 
employment? 




c. Examination assistance 
d. Job security 
e. Promotion prospects 
f. Physical working conditions 
g. Relationships with others 
h. Opportunity for personal growth and recognition 
i. Others 
2. Are you satisfied with your current salary? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
If your answer is No, please specify the reason below: 
3. Is remuneration one of the crucial factor to make you retain in your Company? 
a. Yes (Please go to question 4) 
b. No (Please go to question 7) 
4. Does your Company currently offer the following (Please tick the appropriate, 
you can choose more than one) 
a. Stock option plan 
b. Low interest loan 
c. Provident fund 
d. Tax efficient remuneration package 
e. Company car 
f. Others (Please specify ) 
g. None of the above 
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5. Is any ofthe above benefits is a crucial factor for you to stay in your existing 
employment? 
a. Yes (Please go to question 6) 
b. No (Please go to question 7) 
6. Please select which is the crucial factor for you to stay in your existing 
company. You may choose more than one. 
a. Stock option plan 
b. Low interest loan 
c. Provident fund 
d. Tax efficient remuneration package 
e. Company car 
f. Others (Please specify ) 
7. What kind of training is offering by your Company? 
a. On the job training 
b. Special designed training courses 
c. Examination assistance training 
d. Others ^)lease specify) 
e. Not applicable 
8. Is training (other than examination assistance training) a crucial factor for you 
to remain in the Company? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
9. Are you satisfied with your existing training? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
10. Do your company provides examination assistance training to the employees? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
11. Do you consider the examination assistance training an important factor to 
make you remain in the Company? 
a. Yes 
b. No 






13. How do you rate your existing employment in terms of Job Security? 
a. Highly secured 
b. Moderate secured 
c. Fair 
d. Not secured 
e. Highly unsecured 
14. Are you satisfied with your work? 
a. Very satisfied 
b. Satisfied 
c. Average 
d. Not satisfied 
15. Do you consider having the autonomy of work as a crucial factor to make you 
stay in the Company? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
16. Please circle one or more factors leading to your dissatisfction. 
a. long working hours 
b. compensation is not comparable to the workload 
c. loss of private life 
d. unfair performance evaluation 
e. inconsiderate supervisors 
f. incompetent subordinates 
g. lack of job security 
h. more outside opportunity 
I. lose of interest in accounting profession 
17. Any overtime pay/ compensation for overtime work? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
18. Are you willing to undertake this overtime work? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
19. Any impact on your private life? 
a. marriage problem 
b. family problem 
c. health problem 
d. limited social circle 
e. Other, please specific 
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20. Do you consider the evaluation procedures/ processes contain all the necessary 
attributes to be measured? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
21. Does your firm have a formal evaluation system 
a. Yes (Please go to question 22) 
b. No (Please go to question 24) 
22. Any formal evaluation procedures/ process to be completed by the supervisors 
a. Yes 
b. No 
23. Do you consider that the evaluation forms reflected all the necessary 
attributes to be measured 
a. Yes 
b. No 
24. Please state how your employer or supervisors evaluate your performance 
25. Please state the reasons that you consider the evaluation is unfair 
a. lack of two-way communciation 
b. the evaluation form does not reflect all requisite attributes 
c. Others, please state 
d. Not applicable 
26. Can you indicate your feedback during your evaluation? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
27. Will you indicate your feedback during your evaluation? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
28. If your answer to question 27 is no, please specify the reason below: 






30 If inconsiderate supervisor is one of the major factor that leads to your 
dissatisfaction, the reason is: 
a. everything is urgent 
b. He or she is not competent 
c. too harsh 
d. political 
e. others, please state 
31. Please state the career advancement opportunity of your firm 
32. Do you consider yourself as overloaded with work? 
a. Very serious 
b. Serious 
c. Acceptable 
d. Not applicable 
33. Do you think that the time horizon for promotion to be a partner is very 
long in CPA firm? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
34. Do you think that you can achieve a higher ranking in the commerical firms 
than in CPA firms? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
3 5. What do you expect the demand of HK staff after July 1997 when compared to 
now? 




e. Very low 
36. Do you think PRC staff will be a great competitor to HK residents after July 
1997? 
a. Strongly agree 
b. Agree 
c. No opinion 
d. Disagree 
e. Strongly disagree 
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Part B Personal Particulars (Please circle the appropriate one) 
1. Are you qualified accountants? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
2. You are now working in: 
a. Big-six CPA firms (Please go to question 4) 
b. Other than Big-six CPA firms (Please go to question 3) 
3. Have you worked in Big-six CPA firms before? 
a. Yes (Please state the no. of years of working experience ) 
b. No (Please specify the nature of your profession ^ 
4. Your level of position in your company is: 
a. Manager 
b. Senior 
c. Others, please specify 
5. Your marital status is: 
a. Single 
b. Married 
6. Do you have children? 
a. Yes 
b. No 
7. Your sex is 
a. Male 
b. Female 
8. Your average monthly income is: 
a. HK$10，001-HK$30，000 
b. HK$30,001 - HK$50,000 
c. HK$50,001 -HK$90,000 
d. Over HK$90,000 
This is the end ofthe questionaire. Thank you very much for your 
cooperation. 
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TAX SENIOR EVALUATION REPORT 
Complete and Return by: “ Type of Evaluation: ~ 
• Specific Engagement(s) 
口 Annual • Semi-Annual 
Person Evaluated: Classification: 
• TESR • TSR 
Evaluator: Classification: Supervisory Contact wi th Person Evaluated: 
• Extensive • Moderate • Limited 
Instructions for Preparation: 
• An evaluation should be prepared only by a person who directly supervises the person evaluated or otherwise has direct 
knowledge of the person's performance. 
• The purpose of this evaluation report is to provide a basis for : 
—Feedback on the quality of work performance highlighting specific strengths and areas for improvement. 
—Counseling to support rapid development of skills and abilities. 
—Assessing potential and future promotion. 
• Care and thought are essential for honest and impartial appraisals. 
• Avoid vagueness and platitudes. Be specific, forthr ight and constructive. 
• The individual's performance level should be evaluated in relation to all personnel at the same experience level, and based on 
the fol lowing guidelines: ~ 
Outstanding* — Consistently excellent performance coupled wi th professional, personal and leadership skills that indicate 
very rapid future development is likely and expected. 
Above Average 一 High-quality performance and good professional, personal and leadership skills that indicate above 
average growth potential. Deficiencies are minor and not expected to affect progress. 
Satisfactory High - Good performance and personal attributes. Deficiencies, if not corrected, could l imit progress wi th in the 
next one or two years. 
Satisfactory Low — Meets basic standards expected but lacks some skills that, if not overcome in the short run, wi l l l imit 
future advancement. 
Unsatisfactory* - Significant difficulties in performance and/or personal attributes indicate very little chance for advance-
ment beyond present level. 
* Specific comments required for ail points marked "Outstanding" or "Unsatisfactory." 
• The evaluation report should be reviewed by a partner or manager other than the evaluator for form, completeness and 
consistency of comments, and initialed by the partner or manager before discussion wi th the person evaluated. 
• Discuss the evaluation wi th the individual in person, on a timely basis. 
• A copy of this evaluation should be given to the person evaluated. 
Noted by Evaluator_ 
!Description of Engagement(s)/Nature of Experience During the Evaluation Period 
A. Client Name Length of Assignment Hours 
B. Type of Assignment/Return 
'. 
C. Specific Responsibilities 
D. Specific Skills Required/Developed 
E. Complexity of Assignment(s) for Level of Experience: 
• Much more complex than normal 
• Normal 
• Less complex than normal 
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Professional appearance/Dress 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 “ 0一」 
R e l i a b i l i t y . . . . . . . . . . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
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SDMINISTRATIVE/MANAGEMENT SKILLS -
Management of assigned workload 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Efficient work habits/use of time 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
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Effective use of: 
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Staff development: 
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Timely and constructive staff evaluation and feedback 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Counsels and mentors staff l o 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
‘Division/Office/Firm contribution, e.g., demonstrates skills in 
training, recruiting, special projects, etc. (Describe) 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
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Proper scope/Materiality 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Supporting Comments: 
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TAXSENIOR EVALUATION REPORT 
Overall Comments ~~ | 
Strengths* 
. ^ B 
Weaknesses and suggested Improvements* 
M 
Overall Rating 
The overall rating can differ f rom the numeric average of skill inventory ratings on pages 2-3 due to subjective judgements and 
relative importance placed on strengths/weaknesses. ^ 
口 Outstanding • Above Average D Satisfactory - High • Satisfactory - Low • Unsatisfactory 
Acceptability - Would you want this individual on subsequent engagements? 
• Ask for • Accept • Prefer not to accept • Not accept 
Promotion - Do you believe this individual is ready for promotion? 
• Yes C ] N o * * • Notapplicable 
— * * Explain in "Overall Comments'' above. 
！ Signatures 
Evaluator ； _ Date Ptr./Mgr. Review by Date 
• Agrees 
Person Evaluated Date • Disagrees with this evaluation 
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OFFICE 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN 
TAX STAFF EVALUATION REPORT 
Complete and Return by: Type of Evaluation: 
• Specific Engagement(s) 
• Annual • Semi-Annual 
Person Evaluated: Classification: 
• TEST • TST • 1ST • TA 
Evaluator: Classification: Supervisory Contact wi th Person Evaluated: 
• Extensive • Moderate • Limited 
Instructions for Preparation: 
• An evaluation should be prepared only by a person who directly supervises the person evaluated or otherwise has direct 
knowledge of the person's performance. 
• The purpose of this evaluation report is to provide a basis for : 
—Feedback on the quality of work performance highlighting specific strengths and areas for improvement. 
—Counseling to support rapid development of skills and abilities. 
—Assessing potential and future promotion. 
• Care and thought are essential for honest and impartial appraisals. 
• Avoid vagueness and platitudes. Be specific, forthr ight and constructive. 
• The individual's performance level should be evaluated in relation to all personnel at the same experience level, and based on 
the fol lowing guidelines: 
Outstanding* — Consistently excellent performance coupled wi th professional, personal and leadership skills that indicate 
very rapid future development is likely and expected. 
Above Average — High-quality performance and good professional, personal and leadership skills that indicate above 
average growth potential. Deficiencies are minor and not expected to affect progress. 
Satisfactory High — Good performance and personal attributes. Deficiencies, if not corrected, could l imit progress within the 
next one or two years. 
Satisfactory Low — Meets basic standards expected but lacks some skills that. If not overcome in the short run, wi l l l imit 
future advancement. 
Unsatisfactory* 一 Significant difficulties in performance and/or personal attributes indicate very little chance for advance-
ment beyond present level. 
* Specific comments required for all points marked "Outstanding" or "Unsatisfactory." 
• The evaluation report should be reviewed by a partner or manager other than the evaluator for form, completeness and 
consistency of comments, and initialed by the partner or manager before discussion with the person evaluated. 
• Discuss the evaluation w i th the individual in person, on a timely basis. 
• A copy of this evaluation should be given to the person evaluated. 
Noted by Evaluator 
Description of Engagement(s)/Nature of Experience During the Evaluation Period 
A. Client Name Length of Assignment Hours 
B. Type of Assignment/Return 
C. Specific Responsibilities 
D. Specific Skills Required/Developed 
E. Complexity of Assignment{s) for Level of Experience: 
口 Much more complex than normal 
• Normal 
• Less complex than normal 
AA Form P-50 (3/92) Printed in U.S.A. Page 1 of 4 
TAX STAFF EVALUATION REPORT 
?"^： Above Sat. Sat. Un- No 
PERSONAL/PROFESSlONALSKILLS- ^ " " f ! . " ' ' ' [ow sat. Basis 
A t t i t u d e (Circla the appropriate number) 
AggressLness ^ ° ^ 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
• • 二 : . . : : 二 . : : . . " 二 : . 二 … l J 5 4 3 2 1 0 
S e , f - J l d e r . e " ' ' ' ' V ' ' ' 8 7 6 5 4 - - - - 3：7 - - ^ | - -
np. i r ' " ' ' ' ' " ^ ' - 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o i Decisiveness ^^ • “ ！ 
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 o i n “ 
Aptitude for association wi th others: ‘ ‘ “ -••• ••". - •-• 
Tgrt .'• o -., “ “ "'" "'^ -, ‘ •' • • ••• ' • r^- -- v". .. ..…,.，.,.，.-, 
••..••••••......••• .......... ... 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 ¾ 1 〜 八 ， 
R e s p e c t J o r o t h e r p e p p l e , , _ . . . . " . . . . . . . . 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 n 丨 
Works harmoniously wi th - 一 ‘ " ^ - t 3 . 2 一 丄 二 0 ) 
Ourpersonnel - ^ ^ „ ’ 
〜 ‘ 一 ， ‘“ • . : : , , . • : : : . . • 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 n 
C ient personne ^ •—... 浓. 。 ‘ ‘ u 
^ ®' • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • . . . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 、 彳―。；^ 
Wlns respect of others , : 、 ^ 'I 
^ wi uLiicia . . . . . . . . . 10 9 8 7 fi c A o o ... ,.• ： ；^' 
P r o f e s s i o n a i a p p e a r a n c e / D r e s s： .： : : : . . • : : : : : l ^ l | r 6 5 4 务 二 ^ ‘ ： 牛 
: ™ t y - - : - ^ : . - - . : - , - - . : , - , . - - . . - - - . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Workseffectively u n d e r p r e s s u r e . . . . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 Y 0 
Accepts andutil izes constmctive criticism . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 n 
Willingness and ability to accept responsibility 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 … ‘ 
Demonstratesleadershipqualities 二：: 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I n 
Writtencommunication . . . ； . . ； . . . . … ^ 川 q 0 , ^ , ： - 」 一 J 0 
. . . , , y a 7 6 5 4 3 2 t 0 
Verbal commun,cation ^ . , . . . 10 g 8 7 6 5 4 3 9 1 n 
Listening skills “ - « o o , 厂一 - - ； 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
C o m m o n s ^ e / J u d g e m e n t . ? : . . … … 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
General business knowledge : 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 — 
R e c o g n i z e s b u s i n e y p r o b l e m s , . . . . . . . " … 二 二 二 二 二 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 n ' 
Responsiveness - « ^ „ ， 一^一二 u . 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Und5standsdient 'sbusinessand0rganizati0n 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
CommitmenttocUentsemce . / . . : / . . . . . . : . . : 1 0 . 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 — 「 6 " 。 
English language skills (Offices outside the U.S. onlv) - ！ 
‘ ‘〜 — 〜 、‘ ‘ M> ‘ - -*,^.wv 〜, 识、 ‘ 〜 、 i 
Verbal • • .'^  ~� ^ “ � -一一—•"••……〜.‘一 ’1..“'一-一::.~>^“,“《:.丄.丨,.丄:^^.;_^^^」 
、『” 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Written - « ^ „ _, 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Supporting Comments: 
DMIN ISTRATIVE/MANAGEMENTSKILLS-
Management of current workload i n o o 7 c 〔 >1 ^ 
'U y 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Willingnessto say " N o " w h e n realistically overloaded. . . . . . . ；. . . . . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Efficient work habits/Use of time m q « 7 e c >1 �� 
_ ,, ' u y 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Follows instructions/AA/ork programs 10 g g 7 g 5 ^  3 ^ 
Seeks help when needed m o 0 7 e 〔 ^ ^ ^ 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Supervision required relative to experience ^Q g 3 7 g 5 4 3 2 1 Q 1 
Delegatesasappropriate 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ； 
Communicates job status to seniors and managers 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ^ 0 ‘ 
Effective use of DVX. . . . . . . . . ."." 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Aware of and meets deadlines 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 」 
Observes and supports office policies and procedures 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ‘ 
Supporting Comments: •‘ 
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TAX STAFF EVALUATION REPORT 
Out- Above Sat. Sat. Un- No 
stand. Average High Low sat. Basis 
T E C H N I C A L S K I L L S 一 (C i rdetheappropr ia tenumber) 
Accounting theory 10 9 8 ^  6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Knowledge and application of: 
.fV^mt«/ i^ ' l^.r^ 、” ™™ ‘ 〜 ' “ ™ ~ ^ ™ ' ^ ' ^ . ^ ^ ^ _ „ , «-"仰-^_-_^, ” — ' - " ^ ™ - ，— ‘ ~ — -. - — .. ,，~ ”-^广，_^ 
U)untry tax law . • . - . . . . ； • . ： • . . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ‘ 1 ‘ : c H 
State^andlocaltax law. ； " . . . . / : . . . . . . . . : . . . : . . / 10 9 8 7 6 5 '4 ' 3 2 ， 1 ~ ) ” 0 ! 
一、.•；---— — ••—- ； - ™ . ； ' - — - " ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ' 一 一‘ Jt ^ ?.. .„"_.. .. ^ .^ .«.1 .^ ..C '^^  -i4^V., J 
Specialized tax knowledge (Describe) 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Other specialty competence (Describe) 10 9 3 7 g 5 4 3 2 1 0 
l d e n ^ t l o n d t e c h ^ 7 i s s u ^ ^ " 9 8 " / ' ：6：5 4、:::3:2- ‘了厂::-0] 
Research skills: 、 ’ / * 、 ‘ ,， 、、 • ， / ' : 、 
、、•'" ‘、'.•+〜•'、 * »梦* ^^ - - >^减 ./W ^  V^*-^ V^ . • *>^M<^  »^ A^M V «. . WNI , 一 H»r k〜^^ • ^^ U*J' .^U^ 〜 ' -^ / » ， , J 
r* M . L |. , • • • • • . • • _• —. • ^ “ .'.^ i*4^ *^ *-^ 'Kw*^ w^ '->*:>.^ :,-^ *^ -^ _^:...w.&:.,,J-C**:4,s^ W<A**-A*i^ <U^ C^ i^ t^ Ci.^ *AJ 
• Follows established tax research methodology, including use of 
electronic research resources 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 7 1 n 
广• '" • ""L •' -^ -n-'V«?-'.- — ^-.-、〜、〜>^-.,’*—、、：《.-，广-:，,7，，，>^，.1^从約，禽：^5^>^〒、1^«:«.巧沪._州：，.—赏达坊：>、>^佩.吻—«^,，作.:鴨<^_«^_>^_〜、^、 於.. ‘ U 
• Useo fCodeand Regulat ions. . . ^ 、 " . , . . • ： . . 10 , ： 9 8 7 6 ^ 5 ~ 'T^ ' - : ^ - - y ： ; — ™ > ^ - ^ 
PlanniOg/Creatiyity 丄..…/” _ . 10 : 9 8 7 6 5 4 / 3 2 ‘ 1 ' ' o 1 
“ —-— t ~ 、 、 . w 、 - --- 、“.〜〜、,一„、、,„^^__—''— -^~ - - — ...^.y.„...^^,..^.v.^_ y ^f..^^ _ 1 ^ ^ „^ ^y_i 
Effective use of computer in specific client applications 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Knowledge and use of Firm software 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 ？ o 1 n 
?, ，:.产 ： „ — _ ， 赞 , 、:__^ ” ， — — 卞 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ”’巧,资‘、 尸〜—、、 _ _^^ ,^ ,_. ^^,- . .^JT-, ,^^^^^^_!^^.__" Ab e to hand e more como ex work - � 、 m o 0 7 e c A � o ~ ^ r ^ � r � ‘ T ^ ^ ^ r -i .^ «y!«jyjj,<?naj&^^ ^ 
Supporting Comments: 
</ORKING PAPER TECHNIQUE/DOCUMENTATION 一 
Completeness/Accuracy 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Neatness 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Or^,r,:,o+;«« 一“’ '^ 一 …- "-、 - 、 - - -•'- … … " … - —-,,〜，、 ’ —•>>_„—„‘ .；™,,,^" 
Organization : • . 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 ,2 - 1 i - 0 ‘ 
Self-review. . . ： 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 "' -1 ‘“ ' ^ 0 1 
^ , . ,汽 “ … - - - " - ‘ - - - ‘ . - ' - . . ^- r. ^ ^. .." . . . . r . _^ ._ . . L w ...v:.y..i 
Cross-referencmg/Documentation 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Proper reliance on prior year's files: 
”Showsgoodjudgement . . • : : ；...：；；；. 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 ' 3 2^ T ; : b ] 
Su99estsJmprovements : . … 1 0 9 8 '1 6 5 4 3 2 、1.、 0 ; 
- — ‘-‘^ “ - 、 - ， ‘ 、.-一止一〜.„、., ——- - . i-. ...^,..^ 一 ^ - . - ^ .„ J..：\• Y^i 
Development of non-standard working papers where required 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Adequate, concise notes to support technical conclusions 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Properscope/Material i ty.. . :•、 . . . . . ； . 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ^ 1 ： ^ 0 ； 
• + . ’.、.'•.、： -、' -• ‘ 、“ - •‘ •.、.、.• ..,,,., i^ ^ - N - 、， ^ 、._ :.•.,<,._:. .,-.•,‘..••:_’.,—.:‘ *. . 一《^心‘二 必‘.‘.^' «.' 7.' i 
Supporting Comments: 
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TAX STAFF EVALUATION REPORT 
《Overall Comments 
Strengths* 
Weaknesses and suggested improvements* 
* Specific comments are required for any characteristics rated either "Outstanding" or "Unsatisfactory." 
!Overall Rating 
The overall rating can differ f rom the numeric average of skill inventory ratings on pages 2-3 due to subjective judgements and 
relative importance placed on strengths/weaknesses. 
• Outstanding Q Above Average • Satisfactory - High • Satisfactory - Low • Unsatisfactory 
Acceptability — Would you want this individual on subsequent engagements? 
• Ask for • Accept • Prefer not to accept • Not accept 
Promotion 一 Do you believe this individual is ready for promotion? 
• Yes C ] N o * * • Notapplicable 
* * Explain in ''Overall Comments'' above. 
1Signatures 
Evaluator. Date Ptr./Mgr. Review by Date 
• Agrees 
Person Evaluated Date D Disagrees with this evaluation 
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